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IN MEMORIAM:
MAJOR GENERAL AFSIR KARIM, AVSM

(MAY 1933 - FEB 2019)

India Foundation is deeply saddened at the passing away of Major

General Afsir Karim on 12 February 2019, after a long and heroic

fight against cancer.

General Karim was commissioned in the Indian Army in June

1954 and had the unique distinction to fight for his country in

the 1962 India-China war and in the 1965 and 1971 India-Pakistan

wars. In the 1971 Liberation War, he commanded a Parachute

battalion in the Eastern theatre. For distinguished service of an

exceptional order, he was awarded the Ati Vishisht Seva Medal while

serving in the Army.

Post retirement in May 1989, the General took to academic

life and became a renowned scholar and thinker on strategic issues.
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As a soldier turned scholar, General Afsir Karim contributed greatly

to the study of counter-terrorism and was one of the pre-eminent

experts on the complexities that plagued the state of Jammu and

Kashmir, having served a good part of his career in that part of

India. He also served as a member of India’s National Security

Advisory Board (1999–2001).

Amongst the books authored by him, are Sri Lanka Crisis

(co-author 1990); Counter-Terrorism: The Pakistan Factor (1991);

Transnational Terrorism: Danger in the South (1995); Kashmir: The

Troubled Frontiers (1994) and Story of the Airborne Forces (1995).

Amongst his writings on Kashmir was Op Topac, a semi-fictional

account of Pakistan’s game plan for Kashmir. He was a former

editor of the Indian Defense Review and a life trustee on the Forum

for Strategic & Security Studies. He was also founder-editor of

AAKROSH, India’s first journal on trans-national terrorism.

An officer known for his uprightness and integrity, his passing

away is a sad loss for the Armed Forces and the strategic community.

We in India Foundation shall miss him as will countless others across

the country. Om Shanti.

- Team India Foundation
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A DAUGHTER REMEMBERS

For nearly two decades my father Maj. Gen. Afsir Karim edited and

managed Aakrosh. He was intensely involved with the journal and the

issues it undertook. A very independent thinker he was delighted that under

any and all governments he could run it without pressure or interference

from above. A true soldier, deeply committed to the cause of peace on the

Indian borders, South Asia and the world, he would not compromise his

intellectual integrity or personal autonomy for anything. Nothing could lure

him. The only wish that he expressed for the journal was that it should

continue to maintain its neutral character.

A very special quality my father possessed was a keen intuition

that led him to assess situations with lightning speed and arrive at conclusions

before they could be corroborated by logical investigation. As it turned

out, he was always right. It left a sense of wonderment in those who

knew him or worked with him. The most famous example of this ability

was his penning of Op -Topac.

Another unusual quality that bears mention was his capacity for

unwavering concentration in the noisiest of rooms, simultaneously carrying

out conversations with the family, or having his grandchildren run all around

him as he worked. He may have known that his time on earth was limited

but that never bothered him either and he continued to read and write,

interact with his contributors on email, and his last editorial in Aakrosh,

January 2019, Volume 22, Number 82 speaks of his lucid understanding

right till the very end.
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Although a man of few words and pithy wisdom in conferences

and forums, in a more informal setting he was a brilliant storyteller, full of

wit and sparkle. Many of his stories were about the hills which he loved,

wild animals, tiger and snake encounters, and hill legends. I regret he did

not put down all his stories in a collection, although I urged him often to do

so. He said he had no time now, as he was a writer of a different kind.

Material possessions, pomp and show meant little to him. He was

also rather shy with people he did not know well. It was only after his

passing that we realised how many lives he had touched in so many

different ways.

Writing with gratitude,

On behalf of myself, my siblings Omar Karim and Ayesha Karim

and our mother Noora Karim

- Mariam Karim Ahlawat
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EDITORIAL PERSPECTIVE

National Security and Conflict Resolution

MAJ. GEN. DHRUV C. KATOCH

Before giving my views on some aspects of National Security and Conflict

Resolution, it is but appropriate that first I pay homage to the late editor of

Aakrosh, Maj Gen Afsir Karim, who founded the journal and continued as its

editor till he passed away in February this year. Since its inception two decades

ago, Aakrosh has been dealing with issues related to terrorism and internal armed

conflict under the very able guidance and editorship of Maj. Gen. Afsir Karim. His

passing away has been a grievous loss to India Foundation, but the flame which

he lit in starting this journal will forever remain bright and true to the spirit in

which the Journal was launched. To General Karim, India Foundation owes a deep

debt of gratitude for his sterling contribution in promoting awareness of internal

security issues. We will continue to highlight issues and suggest policy

interventions that will inform and put issues in a holistic perspective.

Discussions on National Security in India are increasingly finding space

in the media and in universities and think tanks which is a welcome trend. Greater

awareness is essential as national security is and always will be of prime concern

to the inhabitants of a state and its leadership. But what national security entails

is open to different contextual interpretations. Security is being viewed now in

terms of not just guarding against threats from external and internal actors, but

also through a much larger prism encompassing aspects such as food and water

security, energy security, protection of the environment, climate change and

the like.

In essence, however, security for the citizens of a state simply means that

they can go about their daily work without fear. This would necessitate a secure

internal security environment where the citizens can live and work without fear.

This would require a vibrant democracy where the voice of the citizens is heard,

good governance, a free media and effective justice delivery mechanisms. To

protect the country from external forces and to preserve an independent foreign
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policy, there would be a need to protect the nation’s land and maritime borders, air

space, cyberspace and assets in outer space.

The requirement is hence both of a strong military which can address all

internal and external security challenges as well as strong institutions of

governance within the country, to address internal security concerns and other

issues of governance. Allied with this is the need for accountability in all

institutions, and transparency in governance.

An important aspect of governance lies in the domain of policy-making.

Wrong policies though well intended can have negative consequences for national

security. One of the causative factors for conflict in Sri Lanka was the issue of

language. To promote unity in the country, the country’s leadership made Sinhala

the official language of the country to the exclusion of other languages. This led

to resentment amongst the Tamil community and to decades of conflict which

could well have been avoided.

But Sri Lanka was not the only country to suffer from the consequences of

a flawed policy. Pakistan did likewise too. Soon after independence, in an attempt

to forge a national identity based on language, there was an attempt to impose

Urdu on the Bengali population of East Pakistan. This led to an effective Bengali

language movement in 1948 to counter this decision, which reached its climax in

February 1952 leading to the recognition of Bengali as one of the state languages

of Pakistan. But the forces set in motion eventually led to the creation of a new

state, Bangladesh, in less than two decades.

India too witnessed a similar churning but was fortunate to have come out

of it much better. Here too, an attempt was made to have Hindi as a common

language for the country. The riots which broke out in the mid-sixties in Madras

over the issue forced the government to declare that English would continue to

be used till such time as people wanted it.

Many a time, policy decisions are arrived at on an assumption that

uniformity is an essential prerequisite for unity. This is a mistaken notion as the

planks of nationhood have to be built on different bonds. Understanding the

needs of different sections of society is perhaps the greatest bridge to

reconciliation and conflict resolution. Today, India’s tribal heartland is seething

because of perceived injustices to them and to their way of life, mainly due to

state policies, which have not upheld the interests of the tribal people as enshrined

in the Constitution. While serious efforts have been underway, particularly over
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the last decade or so to address tribal concerns, much more needs to be done to

bring peace to the entire area.

With respect to Jammu and Kashmir, mention needs to be made of Articles

370 and 35A of the Constitution, which are applicable to the state. Many analysts

have opined that ‘emotional integration’ of the state with the rest of the country

is yet to take place. If that be so, then evidently the policies of the state should be

made in a manner that facilitates ‘emotional integration’. However, the inclusion

of Article 370 in the Constitution, albeit as a temporary provision, has done more

harm than good, as it has strengthened the feelings of separateness, at least in

the Muslim majority Kashmir Division of the state. The inclusion of Article 35A in

February 1954, further added to this feeling. As Article 35A conferred powers to

the State Legislature to define who all constituted the permanent residents of the

State and to make special provisions for them, the aspect of emotional integration

was further eroded. In addition, rights of other communities such as the displaced

persons from West Pakistan who were residing there since independence, the

Valmiki and Gurkha communities and certain rights of women were suppressed. It

is important that ways and means be found to repeal such Articles which have

hindered the total integration of the state with the rest of the country.

Conflict resolution also demands effective justice delivery mechanisms.

This is applicable to not just insurgencies such as Left Wing Extremism, but to all

forms of social unrest. This is still an area of weakness across India, where the

process of litigation effectively denies justice through the state’s incapacity to

deliver justice in a time bound manner. Besides reforms in India’s police services,

there is a drastic need to reform the entire judicial system.
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Indo-Iran Relations after US Volte-face

CAPT. ALOK BANSAL

The decision by the Trump Administration on 22 April 2019, to prevent five of

Iran’s biggest customers, namely China, India, Japan, South Korea and Turkey,

from buying Iranian oil not only strikes at Iranian economy, but also puts the

Indian government in a serious dilemma. The US authorities, while imposing
sanctions on Iran, had initially granted eight countries including these five,

exemptions till 02 May 2019.  The expectations were that exemptions would be

further extended for these five countries, which continued to import Iranian crude.

However, US Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo’s announcement that the US
would no longer grant exemptions has shattered Indian hopes. This would entail

penalties on all corporates or institutions that continue to participate in deals

involving Iranian oil. India imports almost 80 per cent of its oil and Iran is a

major supplier, even though it is no longer the second largest source as was the
case when sanctions had initially come about more than a decade ago.  Already,

the oil price has started shooting up and is having an adverse impact on financial

markets.1

With the conditional waivers granted to select Asian countries having
expired on 2 May 2019, major oil importing countries like India, China, South

Korea, and Japan have been impacted to varying degrees. India has to either

replace Iranian oil with some other sources or find innovative ways to deal with

this new situation. Escalating tension between Iran and the United States has
once again exposed India and Iran to a new set of challenges to take their energy

and trade ties forward.

One of the most difficult tasks that the Indian foreign policy makers have

faced over the last decade has been to balance their relations with Iran while
enhancing their proximity with the United States. To understand the dilemma, it

is essential to understand the significance of Iran, especially for India.

An ancient civilisation, Iran lies at the crucial junction of South Asia and

West Asia.  It also links the Central Asian Republics and the Caucasus region to
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the Arabian Sea. Historically, Iran has always influenced its neighbours,

irrespective of the type of government that has been in power. One of the oldest

continuously inhabited civilisations, it forms a bridge between the Semitic world

and the Indo-Aryan civilisation of South Asia. It has had strong historical linkages
with Indian civilisation. Despite strong convergence, Indo-Iran relations in recent

times have been subdued on account of Iranian belligerence with respect to its

nuclear programme. However, after the historic deal signed between Iran and

the five permanent members of the Security Council plus Germany (P5+1) at
Geneva on 24 Nov 2013, the relations had started looking up. The deal halted

Iran’s move towards a nuclear weapon state and consequently relaxed the

sanctions imposed on it. 2 It was considered by President Obama as the single

biggest achievement of his administration. However, President Trump and his
administration have unilaterally walked out of the deal. This volte-face has put

India into a precarious position. This paper looks at India-Iran relations in

light of this sudden change of policy by the US administration led by President

Donald Trump.

GEOGRAPHY

Geographically Iran has a strategic location. It virtually controls the access

to the narrow confines of the Persian Gulf, which is the largest energy exporting

hub in the world. At 1.648 million km2, Iran possesses a fairly large territory,
which makes it the 18th largest state in the world in terms of area. It is larger than

any country with which it shares its land frontiers, including Turkey and Pakistan

and to that extent exerts influence on all its neighbours.  It controls the land

access between fast growing economies of South Asia and the energy rich states
of West Asia. It can also provide the former Soviet states in the Caucasus with a

much shorter access to the warm water ports of the Indian Ocean. Similarly, it

can possibly provide Turkmenistan and through it the other Central Asian

Republics an access to Indian Ocean Region without traversing through conflict
ridden Afghanistan or Pakistan.

From Indian point of view, India’s indifferent relations with China and

Pakistan ensures that Iran provides it the only access to the untapped markets of

Afghanistan and Central Asia for Indian goods, as well as its only option for
tapping the vast untapped energy and other mineral resources of the region. On

account of its own geo-political imperatives, it is almost mandatory for India to

maintain good relations with Iran if it wants to have any role in Afghanistan or
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Central Asia. Consequently, India has invested a great deal in Chabahar Port,

which it sees as its geopolitical gateway to the said area, which provides India

the shortest access to this region, bypassing Pakistan. The first phase of the port
was inaugurated in December 2017 and has cut transit time and costs by one-

third. From Chabahar, an existing Iranian road network links up to Zaranj in

Afghanistan at a distance of 883 kms from the port. From Zaranj, the Indian

built Zaranj-Delaram road and Afghanistan’s Garland Highway provides road
access to all the major cities in Afghanistan.3 Consequently, the port is extremely

important for India’s trade with Afghanistan and Central Asia. India exported its

first consignment of wheat through this port to Afghanistan in October 2017 and

took over the operations of a part of Shahid Beheshti Port, Chabahar on 24
December 2018.  India Ports Global Chabahar Free Zone began operations at

Chabahar by taking over container and multipurpose cargo berths. This is the

first time port facilities are being operated by India outside its territory, which

clearly shows the significance of this port to India.4 The results were clearly
evident, when Afghan merchandise was exported to India for the first time using

the port on 24 February 2019.5 Even though the US authorities have stated that

the sanctions would not impact the port, there are concerns on this count

in India.
Iran also provides India the shortest access to the vast energy resources

of the Caspian basin and the Caucasus region. The growing Indian economy not

only requires the vast untapped markets of central Eurasian landmass, but also

needs newer sources of energy supplies.

POPULATION, RELIGION AND CULTURE

Historically, there has been a strong influence of Iranian culture over

South Asia. Centuries of cultural interactions have made the Iranian art and
architecture omnipresent across the length and breadth of South Asia.  In India,

cities like Lucknow and Hyderabad have emerged as the citadel of Iranian culture.

Consequently, significant sections of the population identify themselves with

Iran, with whom they have a close cultural affinity.  For long, Persian language
was the second language and the language of the elite in numerous princely

states and the medium for higher education in most of South Asia. Urdu language,

which is the official language of Pakistan and is spoken widely across India is

written in Persian script and is deeply influenced by Persian language. There are
similarities between oldest Indian scriptures  Vedas and Iranian Avesta.6
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Of late however, Iran has come to symbolise the aspirations of Shias

worldwide.7 Though Shias, like Sunnis are not a monolith, yet in recent times,

after the Iranian revolution led by Ayatollah Khomeini, Iran has come to represent
the entire Shia community within the great Islamic divide.  After 1979, as Iran

emerged as a powerful revolutionary state, the Shias across the world started

identifying with Iran and began to assert themselves. Though Ithna Asharris or

Twelver Shias have serious ideological difference with other Shia sub-sects,
Iranian Twelver clergy has been taking up issues on behalf of Shiite groups as

diverse as Zaidis and Alawites.

Similarly, in India there is strong support for Iranian viewpoint amongst

Shia clergy as well as the masses. In cities like Lucknow, this pro-Iran sentiment
is clearly discernible to any observer. There are approximately 25 million Shias

in India, who visit various places of pilgrimage in Iran and look up to Iran and

Iranian clergy for spiritual guidance.8  Besides Shias, the minuscule but

economically significant Parsi (Zoroastrian) population of India has its centres
of pilgrimage in Iran. It also has a small Zoroastrian minority still living there,

with which Indian Parsees have emotional bonds.

The identification of Shiite masses with Iran enables Iran to draw upon

their support cutting across national frontiers and enhances its significance
considerably. This also gives Iran a significant role in Afghanistan, which is not

only a neighbouring country, but also has a substantial Shia population.  Twelver

Shias are believed to comprise 10 to 15 per cent of Afghanistan’s population

and are ideologically pitted against the puritanical aggressive Sunni ideology
practiced by Taliban. Common anti-Taliban interests in the past had brought

India and Iran together to support the anti-Taliban grouping in Afghanistan.

Afghanistan is strategically significant for India and Iran. As the US and NATO

troops prepare to withdraw, the situation in Afghanistan is going to be a matter
of immediate concern for both the countries. In the 1990s, Iran and India with

some support from Russia had prevented the complete takeover of Afghanistan

by the Taliban.

At present, India and Iran have divergent views both on withdrawal of
US and NATO forces as well as Taliban. India perceives US presence in

Afghanistan as a stabilising factor, whereas Iran believes that it has led to

deterioration of security and stability in Afghanistan. Similarly, India and Iran

have differing views on the Taliban. Iran presently, views Taliban not only as a
problem in Afghanistan but also as a solution. Iranians in January 2019 accepted

their influence over the Taliban and offered to use it for Indian interests. New
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Delhi on the other hand is genuinely concerned and believes that Taliban’s control

over levers of power in Kabul would invariably lead to rising extremism and
violence in the region. Iran is also engaging with Pakistan on Afghanistan and

perceives it as a positive influence despite India’s misgivings.9  In the era of

rising tensions between Iran and the US, Iran may be tempted to support Taliban,

despite its theological differences with them, which may adversely impact India.

ECONOMIC RESOURCES

The main significance of Iran emanates from its huge hydrocarbon

resource, which account for 80 per cent of its exports.  These resources have
gained further significance as the energy resources in other oil producing states,

especially those that are outside Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC) have been depleting fast. Iran possesses 10 per cent of the world’s proven

oil reserves10 and approximately 15 per cent of the global gas reserves.11 Within
the OPEC, Iran is the second largest exporter of crude oil and is the fourth

largest producer of oil in the world.  Although Iran has the second largest reserves

of natural gas in the world, it has not been able to exploit them optimally and its

exports are fairly limited.12  Apart from being the third largest consumer of natural
gas, the absence of foreign investment and committed markets, have prevented

development of gas fields. There are therefore strong complementarities between

India and Iran. Indian investment, technology and markets can enable Iran to

develop its gas reserves, which could be used to quench the growing thirst for
energy in India.

Iran’s energy resources provide one of the closest and cheapest energy

resource available to fuel India’s growth and India has been considering North

South Transport Corridor and Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipeline to meet its
energy requirements. IPI was proposed as a pipeline that would transport 36

billion cubic meters of gas every year from Bandar Abbas to Calcutta. Of this,

70 per cent gas was meant for India while 10 and 20 percent were meant for Iran

and Pakistan respectively.13  The pipeline is ostensibly stuck up over the pricing
of the gas, although the primary reason appears to be the US sanctions on Iran

and the ongoing turbulence in Balochistan, through which the pipeline will have

to traverse. Pakistan and Iran had however, signed an agreement in 2009 for

supply of gas through the pipeline for 25 years, but even though Iran completed
the pipeline, Pakistan has not begun construction in its territory. Under the penalty
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clause of the agreement, Pakistan is required to pay USD 1 million per day to

Iran from January 1, 2015. Now the Iranians have finally moved the Arbitration

Court.14 The future of this pipeline will have an impact on India.
In spite of its enormous oil reserves, Iran does not have adequate refining

capacity and can refine only 43 million litres of petrol against an annual

consumption of 64.5 million litres. It therefore imports approximately one-third

of its consumption. Some Indian refineries, which are unable to market their
products locally as the petroleum products being sold by public sector companies

are subsidised by the government, export their products to Iran.15 The total trade

between India and Iran in 2012-13 was USD 14.955 billion, which included

Indian exports of USD 3.351 billion and imports of USD 11.603 billion. Till
2006, Iran was second to only Saudi Arabia as the source of crude oil import.

However, under sustained US pressure, it dropped to number seven by the end

of 2013-14, when it accounted for just 6 per cent of import. It started rising

again after the US-Iran deal, when the Obama administration lifted sanctions on
Iran and Iran’s share of Indian oil imports rose to 13 per cent. In terms of quantity,

this reached 27.14 million tonnes in 2017-18 and 17.62 million tonnes in April-

October 2018 before the sanctions were introduced in November 2018.16

However, President Trump imposed oil-related sanctions on Iran again in 2018

and urged global community to cut down their imports of Iranian oil to zero.

Initially, the Trump administration accorded India, along with China, Turkey,

Japan, Italy and Greece, country specific waivers under Section 1245 of NDAA
2012, which allowed companies in these countries to continue importing Iranian

oil for 180 days. Consequently, India, which had previously planned to raise oil

imports from Iran to around 500,000 bpd in 2018-19, reduced it to only 300,000

bpd up to March 2019.17 In April 2019, the imports have fallen by 57 per cent as
compared to 2018.18

The main goods being exported by India besides petroleum products are

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, iron and steel, synthetic yarn, electrical machinery,

tea and rice. However, the trade value had come down from USD 15.968 billion
in 2011-12 to USD 12.89 billion in 2016-17, under sustained US pressure and

consequent problems of making payments for Iranian imports.19 The problem is

fairly acute as Indian exports to Iran are minuscule as compared to the imports.

To some extent, the sanctions facilitated greater Indian export to Iran as Iran had
to resort to bartering of goods. In 2017-18, India exported goods worth USD

2.65 billion to Iran, while its imports from there amounted to USD 11.11 billion.

The huge trade imbalance is primarily on account of crude imports from Iran.
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Senior officials of India and Iran are likely to hold fifth round of negotiations for

a bilateral preferential trade agreement (PTA) in May 2019. Although it may not

help India in getting over US imposed sanctions on Iran, but would definitely
make Iran a valuable target for India in the long run.20

Iranian oil has been far more lucrative for Indian refiners than oil imported

from Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria and the US, not only because of lower

freight rates due to geographical proximity, but also because Iran offers them 90
days credit. During the previous sanctions, India started Rupee-Rial trade with

Iran, wherein Iran was paid in rupees and the money was parked in UCO Bank,

from which Iranian importers could buy any Indian commodity. Even now, Indian

companies could use the same route. UCO Bank as well as IDBI have no dealing
with the US and therefore have no transactions with the United States and hence

can be used to route payments to Iran. But now the oil ministry has already

asked the refiners to prepare for a ‘drastic reduction or zero’ imports from Iran,

as US wants Iranian oil exports to come down to zero by November 2019.
Accordingly Indian companies have started scouting for alternate sources.

Venezuela, a possible option, is already under sanctions, thereby increasing India’s

dependence on Saudi Arabia, Iraq, other gulf countries and its African partners.

It is going to be extremely difficult for India to forego Iranian oil completely,
without having an adverse impact on Indian economy, as Iranian crude is more

economical and suitable for Indian refineries.21 Although, India has for now

complied with the US request and ended oil imports from Iran, it retains the

option of importing crude in future.22

PERSIAN GULF

Iran’s ability to disrupt maritime access to the Persian Gulf through the

narrow Strait of Hormuz, in response to the western sanctions, can create major
problems for India.  Persian Gulf and its coastal areas are the single largest

source of crude oil in the world. According to OPEC, as of 2017, Persian Gulf

contained over 793 billion barrels of proven oil reserves, which represents almost

55 per cent of world reserves and the Persian Gulf states were producing over
25.6 million barrels of crude oil per day, which was over 34.3 per cent of global

oil production. Besides oil, the region had around 80,000 billion cubic metres of

proven natural gas reserves, which accounted for over 40 percent of global gas

reserves. The countries of the region exported over 18.553 million barrels of
crude oil per day in 2017, which was over 41 per cent of the global exports of
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crude oil. 23 The disruption of oil and gas production or its transportation through

the Strait of Hormuz, would lead to a big spurt in the prices of oil and gas, which

in all probabilities would create a major global economic crisis. Even if the
Strait is not closed, any conflict in the region could increase the global oil prices

drastically.24 For a developing country like India that has huge dependence on

energy resources from the region, either the closure or even a threat of closure

could be economically catastrophic. It needs to be appreciated that the US energy
imports from the region are negligible and the EU imports are limited.

In March 2019, crude oil production from OPEC decreased by 534

thousand barrels per day to average 30.02 million barrels per day. Demand for

OPEC crude in 2018 is estimated to have been at 31.4 million barrels per day,
1.5 million barrels per day lower than the 2017 level. In 2019, demand for OPEC

crude is forecast at 30.3 million barrels per day, around 1.1 million barrels per

day lower than the estimated 2018 level. Despite lower demands, the OPEC

Reference Basket (ORB) closed in March 2019 at USD 66.37/b, its highest
level since October 2018, and further increased by USD 4.41 to average USD

70.78 per barrel. The price rise has primarily been fuelled by concerns about oil

supply disruptions from Iran, coming immediately after sanctions on Venezuela.

Consequently, strong demand for physical delivery of crude, especially from oil
importing countries of Asia Pacific, have further bolstered the price.25 Any further

disruption in supplies from the Gulf will further push the prices up, to the detriment

of India’s growing economy.

As the strongest country in the region, Iran can create disturbances in any
of the Persian Gulf states, which have substantive Shia population. India has a

huge diaspora in the region, whose remittances are a major source of foreign

exchange earnings for India. India is the top destination for global remittances

and in 2018, received USD 79 billion in remittances, which contributed to over
2.7 per cent of India’s GDP. The surge in remittances came after dipping for two

years as Gulf economies were bearing the brunt of low oil prices.26 Going by the

past trends, over half of this amount should have been sourced from Gulf

Cooperation Council (GCC) states.  Any turbulence in the region could dry up
this valuable source of foreign exchange and could have a debilitating effect on

Indian economy.

Additionally, India has a huge trade with the Persian Gulf states of United

Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Iraq, Bahrain and Qatar.
UAE is the second largest destination for Indian exports, whereas UAE and

Saudi Arabia are the third and fourth largest sources for Indian imports. In first
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half of 2017-18, the trade with these countries amounted to over 15 per cent of

India’s overall trade.27  Any disruption in the region or the blockage of the Persian

Gulf will affect this huge trade adversely and also raise the costs of shipment of
goods in terms of increased freightage and insurance cover.

DEFENCE AND NUCLEAR ISSUES

Prior to attack on the World Trade Centre, Indian and Iranian defence

forces closely cooperated with the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan to evolve a
joint approach against the Taliban. In addition, for past two decades, the two

countries have been collaborating in the field of military hardware. Iran sought

Indian assistance to develop new batteries for its Kilo-class submarines in 1993.

In addition, it requested upgrades for various Soviet origin weapons and platforms
including Mig-29 fighter aircraft. In 2001, a Memorandum of Understanding

(MoU) on defence cooperation between the two countries was signed and sale

of Indian weaponry and spare parts to Iran was being considered. The two

countries also carried out joint naval exercises in 2003 and 2006.  Iran also
sought advanced radar systems for fire control and surveillance from Bharat

Electronics Limited. However, despite enormous potential, large-scale Indian

defence exports to Iran have not fructified on account of severe US pressure.28

In recent times, the issue that has drawn maximum attention on Iran has
been its attempt to set up uranium enrichment facility. Despite sanctions, Iran

has continued with enrichment of uranium to Low Enriched Uranium (LEU).

Considering the relationship that Iran and the US have shared since Iranian

Revolution, Iran’s bomb does pose a grave threat to the US and the western
world.  Israel particularly has reasons to be wary of an Iranian bomb. Even the

Sunni Sheikhdoms of the Persian Gulf have reasons to be worried about a nuclear

armed Iran. The Gulf Sheikhdoms believe that Iranian nuclear bomb might make

their Shia population recalcitrant, as had happened after the Iranian revolution.
It is not in India’s interests to have another nuclear state in its vicinity.

Despite recent bonhomie between India and Iran, successive Iranian

regimes have by and large taken anti-India stance on Kashmir. Iran had provided

material support to Pakistan during both 1965 and 1971 wars. India had therefore
strongly supported the Iran Nuclear deal and the Joint Comprehensive Plan of

Action (JCPOA) worked out at Vienna between P5+1 and Iran on 14 July 2015.

However, with the US withdrawal, the threat of Iran resuming enrichment, looms

large and is not in India’s interest.
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CONCLUSION

It would not be incorrect to state that Iran’s geography and its population

have bestowed upon it a unique strategic advantage, making it one of the important

players in the global arena. From India’s perspective, good relations with Iran
are an essential imperative for India’s sustained growth and development. Its

energy resources could easily speed up India’s growth and its landmass could

provide Indian manufacturers’ access to Central Asia and Caucasus. On the other

hand, Iran’s nuclear weapons programme poses a threat to regional and global
peace. It could also irrevocably disturb the balance of power in the geo-

strategically significant Persian Gulf. Any disturbance in the region could

adversely affect India’s economic wellbeing. The accord between the West and

Iran had given diplomacy a chance; unfortunately, it has been unilaterally derailed
by the changed stance of the United States, under Trump Administration. It needs

to be appreciated that Iranians are proud people who take pride in their glorious

past and are unlikely to succumb to brute pressure being put on them.

A new phase of cooperation between India and Iran was started by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi during his visit to Iran in May 2016 when the two

countries agreed to develop an all-out comprehensive strategic economic

cooperation with focus on infrastructure development, trade, economic and energy

cooperation and cementing the politico-strategic dimension of India-Iran
relations. The relationship was further bolstered during President Hassan

Rouhani’s visit to India from 15 to 17 February 2018. The two countries signed

nine pacts, in the areas of security, trade, and energy. Despite sanctions both the

countries have not only been able to manage cooperation in the economic and
energy sector but were quite successful in operationalising the Chabahar Port.29

Both India and Iran are trying to minimise the impact on their bilateral

relationship of US withdrawal from the JCPOA and re-imposition of sanctions

on Iran. The visit of Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammed Javad Zarif to India
from 7 to 9 January 2019 was an attempt to provide further impetus to different

aspects of bilateral relationship. Although the focus of engagement during Zarif’s

visit was on enhancing economic cooperation, the issue of Afghanistan in the

backdrop of Trump’s announcement to withdraw American troops was also
discussed. Indian officials are working with their Iranian counterparts to find a

way to abate the bearing of unilateral US sanctions. One mechanism they have

agreed upon is the payment of dues for Iranian crude in Indian rupees, which

Iran will use to source non-sanctionable and humanitarian goods like food and
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medicine from India. Gholam Hossein Shafei, the president of Iran Chamber of
Commerce Industries, Mines and Agriculture, noted the potential for partnerships

between Indian and Iranian companies in the field of medicine.30

India on its own also is trying to minimise effects of outcome of sanctions.

Indian External Affairs Minister had requested the US Secretary of State to give
India further relief in view of ongoing elections, but has failed to get a reprieve.

On the other hand, India also had to refuse any assurance to Iran about continuing

to buy oil from it, as this would be the prerogative of the new government that is

formed after the elections to take that call. The US sanctions will prevent Indian
companies, from trading with Iran, as they generally have large interests in the

US. India could offer to mediate between the two countries and bring them

together. Of late President Trump has indicated his willingness to talk to the

Iranian leadership. This could possibly give India a chance to bring the US and
Iran together to collaborate against al-Qaeda and the Wahabi thoughts permeating

from Saudi Arabia. India is uniquely poised to benefit from rapprochement

between the two countries. Iran has repeated that it is committed to the nuclear

deal, but has talked of its right to retaliate in the face of US pullout and sanctions.
Iranian Foreign Minister Zarif said “escalation by the United States is

unacceptable and uncalled for” and Iran had exercised maximum restraint. He

added that “a multilateral deal cannot be treated unilaterally.”  Subsequent attacks,
targeting oil tankers and oil pipelines in the region and moving of US warships

do not augur well for peace.31
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Countering Pakistan’s Proxy War

BRIG. GURMEET KANWAL

PAKISTAN ARMY’S ROLE IN GOVERNANCE

After India’s counter-terrorism air strikes at Balakot in February 2019 and the

reactions that these evoked in the National Assembly, Pakistan appeared to be

headed towards an unpredictable denouement. Accused of using terrorism as an
instrument of state policy by India, Iran and Afghanistan, Pakistan has been

isolated in the region. With a seemingly uncontrollable insurgency in Khyber-

Pakhtoonkhwa (KPK, erstwhile North West Frontier Province), a simmering

freedom movement in Balochistan, growing unrest in Gilgit-Baltistan and rampant
urban terrorism, the internal security environment is precariously unstable.

Pakistan’s economy is in a shambles; the funds are low, the debts are

high, exports have dwindled to a trickle and the Pakistani currency has fallen to

an all-time low of 140 rupees to a dollar. Pakistan has for long been dependent
on US largesse to meet its obligations for the repayment of its burgeoning debt.

However, due to its intransigence in extending its cooperation in the war against

the Afghan Taliban, that source has dried up and Imran Khan, the beleaguered

Prime Minister and Chairman of the ruling Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf party, has
had to run to China, Saudi Arabia and UAE for help.

Pakistan’s deep state (the army and the ISI) has also been facing

insurmountable challenges. The army’s counter-insurgency operations in KPK

and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) have been floundering; its
military camps have been repeatedly attacked with some attackers coming from

within the rank and file; its relations with the US and its NATO allies have

plummeted to an all-time low; defence preparedness is sub-optimal; and, the

morale of the rank and file is down in the boots. The only saving grace is that a
pliable Prime Minister is now holding office with whom the army’s senior

leadership is not at loggerheads.

The military jackboot has ridden roughshod over Pakistan’s polity for

most of the country’s history since its independence. While Generals Ayub Khan,
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Yahya Khan, Zia ul Haq and Pervez Musharraf ruled directly as Presidents or

Chief Martial Law Administrators, the other army chiefs achieved perfection in

the fine art of backseat driving. The army repeatedly took over the reins of

administration under the guise of the ‘doctrine of necessity’ and, in complete
disregard of international norms of jurisprudence, Pakistan’s Supreme Court

mostly played along.

The army has effectively ensured that Pakistan’s fledgling democracy is

not allowed to take deep root. The origins of authoritarianism can be traced
back to General Ayub Khan who promoted the idea of ‘guided’ or ‘controlled’

democracy. The concept of the ‘Troika’ emerged later as a power sharing

arrangement between the President, the Prime Minister and the Chief of the

Army Staff (COAS). The ‘political militarism’ of the Pakistan army imposed
severe constraints on the institutionalisation of democratic norms in the civil

society.

Some key national policies have always been dictated by the army. The

army determines Pakistan’s national security threats and challenges and decides
how to deal with them. Pakistan’s policy on Afghanistan and Jammu and Kashmir

is guided by the army and the rapprochement process with India cannot proceed

without its concurrence. The army controls Pakistan’s nuclear weapons

programme and the related research and development. The civilian government
has no role to play in formulating the doctrine for nuclear deterrence, the force

structures, the targeting policies and the command and control. The army Chief

decides the annual defence expenditure and all defence procurements. He also

controls all senior-level promotions and appointments; the government merely
rubber stamps the decisions.

In order to weaken India, as also to further China’s agenda to reduce

India’s influence in Asia, the Pakistan army has adopted a carefully calculated

strategy to ‘bleed India through a thousand cuts’. This has been given effect
overtly through irregular warfare manifested in the Razakar and Mujahid invasion

of Kashmir in 1947-48 and Operation Gibraltar in 1965; and, the Kargil intrusions

of 1999. A proxy war has been waged through ISI-sponsored militancy and

terrorism in Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) since 1989-90 and in other parts of
India. In the 1980s, Pakistan had encouraged and supported Sikh terrorist

organisations in their misplaced venture to seek the creation of an independent

state of Khalistan.

The ISI provides operational, intelligence, communication, training,
financial and material support to fundamentalist terrorist organisations like the
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Lashkar-e-Tayebba (LeT) and the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) to wage war against

India. Similarly, it provides substantial intelligence and material support to various

Taliban factions like the North Waziristan-based Haqqani Network to operate in

Afghanistan against the elected regime and against NATO-ISAF forces. The ISI

plays the destabilisation card despite the fact that Pakistan is a major non-NATO

ally, as evidenced in the killing of Osama bin Laden in the army cantonment of

Abbottabad, where he had been housed by the ISI for almost five years.

Some of the powers usurped by the army over the years can be attributed

to the political parties’ self-inflicted injuries. The shenanigans of the two main

political parties – the Pakistan People’s Party and the Pakistan Muslim League –

and widespread corruption led several times to the people’s complete

disenchantment with the rule of PPP’s Bhuttos (Zulfiqar and Benazir) and Asif

Ali Zardari and PML’s Nawaz Sharif. In addition to poor political leadership,

the failure of democratic institutions can also be ascribed to constitutional and

judicial weaknesses and the unsatisfactory levels of socio-economic development.

External factors have also led to the army playing a larger role than is

warranted in a democracy. By arming the military to the teeth, the US has made

Pakistan a praetorian state in which the army plays a dominant role. It is only

recently, in the face of the Pakistan army’s perfidious role in Afghanistan that

the US government has begun to come to terms with its ill-considered long-

drawn policy. The US Congress has blocked military aid to Pakistan. Since the

killing of 24 Pakistani soldiers by NATO-ISAF forces in a border outpost in

November 2011, US-Pakistan relations have hit a new low. The incident led to

the Pakistan government’s decision to stop the flow of logistics convoys through

Quetta and Peshawar, deny base facilities at Shamsi airbase and demand re-

negotiation of the rules of engagement.

For change to be ushered in, realisation must dawn on the army that it has

let down the country. Pakistan cannot survive as a coherent nation state unless

the army gives up four things: driving the country’s national security and foreign

policies from the backseat; seeking strategic depth in Afghanistan; attempts to

destabilise India through its proxy war; and, meddling in politics. The army

must pull itself up by the bootstraps and substantively enhance its capacity to

conduct effective counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism operations. In the

national interest, the army must give up being a state within a state and accept

civilian control, even if it does so with bad grace. This is unlikely to happen any

time soon and India will have live with the deep state.
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DEALING WITH PROXY WAR

The suicide bombing attack on a CRPF convoy at Pulwama in February

2019 and, before that, the terrorist strikes on armed forces bases at Pathankot

and Uri, among others, are points on the continuum of Pakistan’s three-decade
old proxy war to bleed India through a thousand cuts through state-sponsored

terrorism and support for disaffected elements in Kashmir Valley. In addition,

the two countries have been locked in an eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation on the

Line of Control (LoC) since 1947-48.
Pakistan’s “deep state” (the army and the ISI) employs the military-jihadi

complex comprising state-sponsored mujahideen of the LeT and JeM to launch

terrorist strikes in Kashmir and against sensitive targets in urban centres elsewhere

in India, often through suicide bombers. Other weapons of choice in this
asymmetric war include the ISI’s support for several home-grown militant outfits

like the Naxals, creating a Hindu-Muslim divide through the weaponisation of

information by way of the social media and economic destabilisation through

measures like the circulation of fake Indian currency.
The stated aim of the proxy war being waged by Pakistan’s deep state is

to wrest Kashmir from India and finish what it calls the “unfinished agenda of

the Partition”. It follows a strategy of disruption, denial, deception and

disinformation. Incidentally, without massive Chinese support, Pakistan would
be in no position to wage a proxy war against India. Hence, it is China’s proxy

war as well and Pakistan is a key tool in its plans to destabilise India.

In the interest of avoiding large-scale conflict – primarily to give its

economy an unfeterred opportunity to grow, India has opted to limit its counter-
insurgency and counter-terrorism fightback to its own territory. India’s strategic

restraint and unbounded patience have failed to bring Pakistan to the negotiating

table. It has been clear for a long time that Pakistan’s quest to destabilise India

and keep the pot boiling in Kashmir will not change.
How, should India respond to Pakistan’s repeated acts of grave

provocation, which have repeatedly tested India’s threshold of tolerance? India’s

counter-proxy war strategy should be based on a realistic assessment of the threat

and carefully formulated to achieve related national security objectives. It should
be a national priority to reach out to the people of Kashmir and stabilise the

situation. If instability in Kashmir continues, Pakistan will exploit it to the hilt.

The army should be prepared to confront an Operation Gibraltar-like influx of

Mujahideen a la 1965, but on a reduced scale.
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By launching trans-LoC strikes on terrorist training camps with its Special

Forces after the terrorist attack on the army camp at Uri, India sent several

messages to Pakistan. Firstly, the present Indian government will not tolerate
the wanton killing of innocent Indian civilians or soldiers by state sponsored

terrorists from Pakistan.  Secondly, the surgical strikes are a warning to the

Pakistan army that if it does not put an end to cross-border terrorism, it may

expect an even more vigorous Indian response.
The remaining roots of the proxy war are now in Pakistan and Pakistan

occupied Kashmir. The only way India can ensure that Pakistan’s proxy war is

brought to a quick end is by dismembering Pakistan. This is neither desirable, as

India will have to suffer the consequences and deal with the fallout; nor is it
militarily achievable as a large-scale war simultaneously on two fronts is not

winnable.

Hence, India’s objective should be to gradually raise Pakistan’s cost for

waging a proxy war against India with a view to eventually making it prohibitive.
It should also be a national security and foreign policy objective to work towards

reducing the salience of the Pakistan army in the country’s polity. With these

limited aims in view, it should be possible to synergise the political, diplomatic

and military aims and formulate appropriate strategies.

INDIA’S EVOLVING STRATEGY:
REACTIVE TO PRO-ACTIVE

India’s strategy is gradually changing from being reactive to becoming

pro-active. Since strategic restraint has not worked, India must upgrade its strategy

to compellence by imposing unbearable deterrent costs on Pakistan’s military-
jihadi complex. India’s response should be pro-active, not reactive as in the

past. A comprehensive strategy should be formulated to achieve long-term

objectives. The strategy should be multi-disciplinary in approach and comprise

military and non-military, overt and covert actions.
Some diplomatic and economic measures have already been initiated.

The UNSC has called on Pakistan to put an immediate end to trans-border

terrorism emanating from its soil. Pakistan has been isolated in SAARC. As a

first step, trans-LoC trade has been suspended. The “most favoured nation” status
awarded by India to Pakistan has been withdrawn and 200 per cent duty has

been imposed on goods exported by it to India.

The Indian government has decided to fully utilise its own share of the
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waters allotted to India by the Indus Waters Treaty. This measure will hurt

Pakistan’s Punjab province in particular as it is water deficient. If it becomes

necessary, India could seek a comprehensive review of the unequal treaty. Before
holding out a threat to opt out of the 1960 Indus Waters Treaty, India must first

make arrangements to fully utilise India’s quota of water, part of which is flowing

unharnessed into Pakistan. This action will have a major impact on the availability

of water in Pakistan.
In this age of realpolitik, on the politico-diplomatic front, India has many

other cards that it can play. The expression of overt support for the long-oppressed

people of Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan has galvanised their movements and

caused acute embarrassment to Pakistan. Before approaching the United Nations
Security Council to declare Pakistan a state sponsor of terrorism, India should

do so unilaterally after the next major incident of terrorism. India should also

call upon its neighbours in South Asia to do so.

One more arrow in the quiver is for India to express its support for the
Afghan position that the Durand Line is no longer relevant and the boundary

between Afghanistan and Pakistan needs to be demarcated afresh. This move

will give a major boost to the nascent movement for Pakhtoonkhwa and

completely unsettle a sensitive province of Pakistan. It will also further boost
India’s image with the Afghan people. Afghanistan is also not able to fully utilise

its share of the water of Kabul River and its tributary Kunar River. Now

that India has successfully completed and handed over the Salma Dam, India

should offer to build dams on both these rivers the water of which flows into
Indus River.

MILITARY MEASURES

The aim of military measures should be to inflict punishment on both the

Pakistan army deployed on the LoC and terrorist training camps and related

infrastructure in POK. For each new act of state-sponsored terrorism the scale
and the intensity of the punishment inflicted should be increased by an order of

magnitude.

However, the military force that is employed should be carefully calibrated

to avoid untoward escalation. Large-scale conventional conflict between two
nuclear-armed neighbours runs the risk of spiralling out of control to nuclear

exchanges in the event of misjudgement on either side. Former US President

Bill Clinton had called Kashmir a “nuclear flashpoint”. In the mid-1990s, Ashley

Tellis, now a senior scholar at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
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Washington, had said the strategic environment in South Asia is marked by “ugly

stability”.

In nuclear deterrence lexicon, the “stability-instability paradox” is well
known: when there is stability at the strategic level through mutual deterrence

between two nuclear-armed countries, at the tactical level low-intensity military

action can be initiated with impunity. Pakistan’s proxy war is nothing but

blackmail through mercenary jihadis under the shadow of its nuclear umbrella.
When the war bugles begin to sound in South Asia, the world fears that it

will once again witness the spectre of mushroom fireballs lighting up the sky

and radiation clouds polluting large swathes of land as Pakistan loses no time to

threaten the use of nuclear weapons. After India’s trans-LoC air strikes following
the terrorist strike at Pulwama, Prime Minister Imran Khan delivered a veiled

nuclear threat even as he offered to talk with India: “With the weapons you have

and the weapons we have, can we afford a miscalculation?”

As Pakistan is not inclined to bring to justice the leaders of terrorist
organisations like the LeT and the JeM, terrorists whom they call ‘strategic assets’,

they must be neutralised through covert operations. Military operations should

include artillery, rocket and missile strikes with precision-guided munitions

(PGMs) on brigade and battalion HQ, communications centres, logistics
infrastructure, ammunition dumps and key bridges on major rivers. Trans-LoC

attacks by troops should be limited to raids by Special Forces and border action

teams (BATs) like the surgical strikes launched in September 2016. Brigade-

level or larger infantry attacks must be avoided so that escalation to nuclear
exchanges is not risked. Offensive operations across the international boundary

– Cold Start doctrine – may be launched only in exceptional circumstances.

The employment of fighter aircraft, particularly those armed with PGMs

launched from a stand-off range on the Indian side of the LoC remains a
viable military option and should continue to be exercised. As long as the

international boundary in Punjab, Rajasthan and Gujarat is not crossed by IAF

aircraft, escalation by Pakistan is unlikely. However, the option must remain on

India’s plate.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

India’s counter-proxy war strategy must take into account the China-

Pakistan nexus. The China-Pakistan relationship, called an ‘all-weather

friendship’, has been variously described as ‘higher than the mountains, deeper

than the oceans, stronger than steel and sweeter than honey’. China has provided
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nuclear warhead technology and ballistic missiles to Pakistan. The two countries

also have a close relationship in jointly manufacturing military hardware including

fighter aircraft and main battle tanks. Pakistan’s support has been a major factor
in China’s quest for the strategic encirclement of India. The relations between

the two have deepened further with the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor

(CPEC) beginning to take shape even though apprehensions are emerging

regarding the feasibility and likely benefits from the project. Clearly, Pakistan’s
proxy war against India would not be possible but for China’s unstinted support

and India must be prepared to confront a two-front situation in a future conflict.

The surgical strikes launched after the attack at Uri and the trans-LoC air

strikes after the suicide bombing at Pulwama have drawn new lines in the sand.
India has sent a strong message that the paradigm of India’s counter proxy war

strategy has changed. When the Pakistan army begins to hurt and bleed, gradually

the deep state will realise the futility of its nefarious designs on India. While

Pakistan may not give up its claims on Jammu and Kashmir, it will be eventually
forced to come to the negotiating table to discuss a long-term solution to the

dispute through peaceful means.

Simultaneously, India must resume the almost defunct political process

to address the sense of alienation of the people of Jammu and Kashmir,
particularly those of Kashmir Valley, and initiate negotiations to integrate the

state with the national mainstream based on the principles of Jamhooriyat,

Insaniyat and Kashmiriyat, as promised by former Prime Minister Atal Behari

Vajpayee. The first step should be to hold early elections and bring President’s
rule to an end.
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Strategic Dimensions of Sri Lanka Jihadi Attacks

COL R. HARIHARAN

INTRODUCTION

Gruesome serial suicide attacks by local radical Islamic outfit - National

Thowheed Jamath (NTJ) targeting three churches and three luxury hotels on

Easter Sunday, April 21, 2019 in Sri Lanka killing 258 people and injuring over

500 has left the country in disarray. People were shocked when they came to
know that the government failed to prevent the attacks though Sri Lanka had

received information from India 12 days in advance about terrorist plans to carry

out the attack on Easter Day.

In a video released a week after the attacks, Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, the
elusive chief of the Islamic State (IS), claimed responsibility for the Sri Lanka

serial blasts.1  The IS video said that it was a “small part of the response prepared

by the Islamic State” in retaliation for the loss of Baguz, the last IS stronghold in

Syria.2 The IS also released a video showing seven men said to be the NTJ
bombers, swearing allegiance to the terrorist organisation. Only the face of Zahran

Hashim, the NTJ leader, was not covered in the video.

President Donald Trump speaking to American troops in February 2019

in Alaska had said the IS was 100 percent defeated.3 Abu Bakr’s video seems to
remind everyone that the IS might be down but not out. As Brookings Blog

‘Order from Chaos’ says, though the Caliphate was gone, “the Islamic State is

not….As thousands of its surviving fighters disperse, the group has gone

underground – for now.”4

According to the International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation

(ICSR) at Kings College, London, report of July 2018, 41,490 people including

32,809 men, 4,761 women and 4,640 children from 80 countries were affiliated

to IS. This probably included 39 people from Sri Lanka, 69 from Maldives and
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about 150 from India earlier reported to have had joined the IS. After the defeat

of IS, around 31,000 foreigners were in the process of returning to their countries.5

The ICSR researchers had found that at least 7,366 foreigners affiliated

with IS had travelled back to their own countries, including 256 women and up
to 1,180 children. By June 2018, 3,906 had returned to countries in the Middle

East and North Africa, 1,765 to Western Europe, 784 to Eastern Europe, 338 to

Central Asia, 308 to South-Eastern Asia, 156 to Southern Asia, 97 to the Americas,

Australia and New Zealand and 12 to Sub-Saharan Africa.6 South Asian cadres
returning home would presumably include Sri Lankans as well, though the

government does appear to have kept track of their return.

According to the UN Security Council’s 1267 Al Qaeda Sanctions

Committee report which sanctioned the ISIS South Asia Branch on May 14,
2019 for its links with al-Qaeda and involvement in several deadly attacks in

Afghanistan and Pakistan that killed over 150 people, the ISIS South Asia Branch

was formed in 2015.  It is also known as the IS in Iraq and the Levant-Khorasan

ISIL-K, the ISIL Khorasan, and Islamic State’s Khorasan Province and the South
Asian Chapter of ISIL.7

According to a research study of Pakistan Institute of Conflict and Security

Studies in October 2018 quoted by Pakistan Today,  the ‘Wilayat-e-Hind’ (WeH),

a new chapter of the IS “promoting its extremist ideology” was attracting educated
youth in India, Bangladesh and Pakistan.8 The Study says Indian citizens,

especially from Kerala State, found IS more attractive than any other group and

at least 54 people from the state announced joining the IS during the past three

years [2016-18].  “Those who have joined the WeH are well educated and most
of them are engineers, doctors and MBA degree holders. Indians are mostly joining

the Khorasan chapter of Daesh than the core group in Syria or Iraq” it added

The IS group’s website “Amaq” announced the establishment of ‘Wilayat

al-Hind’ (IS province in India) after security forces killed IS commander Abu
Nader al-Kashmiri in Amshipora area in Shopian in J and K on May 10, 2019.9

According to a report of the Islamic Theology of Counter Terrorism,

which specializes in analyzing IS activities, earlier IS referred  to its franchise in

J and K as ‘Islamic State in Jammu Kashmir’ or ISJK, but for the first time IS
appears to have casually announced a province in India dubbed WeH. The report

said in April 2019 the IS had revealed the name of a new branch in Central

Africa, after an attack in Democratic Republic of the Congo. Similarly, in another

recent video IS Chief Abu Bakr was seen reading a file title Wilayat Turkiye
(Turkey Province).10
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Despite these reports, there is widespread scepticism about the possibility

of IS spreading in South Asia including India. Sufi Islam, the more tolerant and

popular face of the religion, is well established among Muslims of the region.

They had been resisting the spread of the IS brand of Salafist ideology.11

However, the strong presence of Taliban and its armed cadres of al-Qaeda

and its clones for three decades in parts of Af-Pak region show the limitations of

moderate Islam in stopping the spread of Islamic radicalism. In fact, Salafists

have been providing inspiration to perpetuate jihadi extremists, not only in Af-
Pak region, but also in India, Bangladesh, Maldives and Sri Lanka and beyond,

even in Southeast Asia.

Moreover, the IS has proved its ideological commitment is more than

other Jihadi organisations. Shadi Hamid, Senior Fellow-Foreign Policy, Centre
for Middle East Policy, says “ISIS draws on, and draws strength from, ideas that

have broad resonance among Muslim-majority populations. They may not agree

with ISIS’s interpretation of the caliphate, but the notion of a caliphate—the

historical political entity governed by Islamic law and tradition—is a powerful
one, even among more secular-minded Muslims.”12

The IS’ strong commitment to its Salafist belief makes it not only a great

survivor even in adversity, but also the most dangerous among Jihadi terror

groups. As Shadi Hamid says, “In this most basic sense, religion—rather than
what one might call ideology—matters. ISIS fighters are not only willing to die

in a blaze of religious ecstasy; they welcome it, believing that they will be granted

direct entry into heaven. It doesn’t particularly matter if this sounds absurd to

most people. It’s what they believe.”13

It seems the Easter Day attack in Sri Lanka is part of the IS new tactic in

action. According to a Reuters report of May 2019 analysing IS’ new guerilla

tactic, the IS has claimed more operations in Nigeria and “dozens of similar

attacks” in recent weeks in Afghanistan, Niger, Somalia, Egypt, Pakistan,
Chechnya and Sri Lanka.14 The report adds that in many cases the group published

pictures of arms and equipment said to have been collected from soldiers.

 Analysis of reports of activities of suspected sympathisers and members

of IS chapters and affiliates in Pakistan, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka has
shown extensive use of social media to ideologically inspire small number of

educated local Muslims, particularly from Kerala State, to join its fold even

after IS defeat in Iraq and Syria. According to a June 3, 2019 media report,

Rashid Abdullah, head of the Kerala IS module in Afghanistan was killed during
bombing by the US forces.15
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The IS role in the suicide attacks raises a few questions:

 Sri Lanka has not fully recovered from three decades of fighting Tamil

separatist insurgency that ended a decade ago. In its aftermath, the
island nation is mired in political and economic instability. It is

struggling to revamp its structural frame work to make it more

democratic and accountable to all sections of people. In this murky

environment of ethnic, religious and linguistic aberrations, how can
Sri Lanka successfully handle IS terrorist threat?

 Will the IS threat to Sri Lanka impact South Asia and IOR and the

international security environment ?

TRANSFORMATION OF ISLAMIC RADICALISM

Sri Lanka’s investigations after the blast have followed two streams:

investigation by law enforcement agencies and the Parliamentary Select

Committee (PSC) deliberations and a smaller Presidential Inquiry to look at
systemic failure and individual accountability for the failure. Both lines of

investigation have unraveled socio-political aberrations that encouraged, if not

condoned, the evolution of NTJ as a hate spouting radical Islamic outfit and its

transformation into an IS clone. It has also revealed the strong influence of radical
Thowheed ideology between Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka on the one hand and the

role of IS sympathisers in India and other countries in transforming NTJ into an

active IS-inspired outfit.

The Hindu’s Colombo correspondent Meera Srinivasan’s detailed report
on the month-long investigations by Criminal Investigation Department (CID)

and Terrorist Investigation Division (TID) into the Easter Day attacks presents

interesting details on how the network of Jihadi extremists was formed and has

it ultimately carried out the attacks.16

In all, nine extremists including a woman in the age group of 20 to 30

were involved. They belonged to the NTJ and the less ‘formal’ Jamathei Millathu

Ibrahim (JMI) which mostly operated through social media. Apparently, they

were mentored by Zahran Hashim (33), a radical preacher, belonging to
Kattankudy in Batticaloa district of Eastern province. He was attracted to the

creed of Thowheed - meaning “oneness of God” – monotheism which is central

to Islam and decries praying at the tomb of Islamic saints (dargah) which is

common among Sufis, the more tolerant majority among Muslims in Sri Lanka.
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The Hindu article also reveals details of international IS linkages of some

of the suicide bombers. Typical is the case of Abdul Latheef Jameel Mohammed,

one of the suicide bombers killed in the attack. The ‘normal’ youngster pursued

aeronautical engineering at Kingston University in London  (2006-07) and later
went to Melbourne to pursue post-graduation. He left Australia in 2013 and

probably made a failed attempt to go to Syria as he could go only up to Turkey.

In 2014, he “returned to Sri Lanka a different man” according to his sister quoted

in the media. In Australia the police had noted Jameel’s terrorist leanings based
on the evidence linking him to the well known Australian IS recruiter Neil

Prakash.17  However, some others believe Jameel was radicalised in the UK

where he met Anjem Choudary, the radical Islamist preacher and UN listed IS

terrorist, convicted in Britain for inviting support for the IS. According to
investigators, Jameel returned to Sri Lanka in 2014 after a failed attempt to

reach Syria.

Investigations have revealed that P Jainul Abideen (popularly known as

PJ), a powerful Tamil Nadu fundamentalist preacher was instrumental in
influencing Zahran’s and helping the spread of the Thowheed movement in Sri

Lanka.  Initially PJ was associated with the Tamil Nadu Muslim Munnetra

Kazhagam (TNMMK), a politico-religious organisation formed in 1995.
However, he fell out with the TNMMK due to political and radical theological

differences and formed the Tamil Nadu Thawheed Jamath (TNTJ) in 2004. Since

then TNTJ had been propagating the Thawheed creed through preaching and

carrying out social work and disaster relief.
Jainul Abideen’s preaching influenced not only Zahran Hashim but also

two Sri Lankan Muslims Abdhur Razik and Rasmin, who came in touch with

him. They formed the Sri Lanka Thowheed Jamath (SLTJ) in 2005. However,

local Muslims in Sri Lanka found Abideen’s fundamentalist views unacceptable
and pressurised Sri Lanka government to deport him when he came to preach in

Sri Lanka. Moderate elements among Thawheed followers broke away to form

Ceylon Thowheed Jamath (CTJ). Again in 2015, when the SLTJ invited Abideen

to preach in Sri Lanka, powerful members of the Muslim community fearing his
presence in the island would disturb intra-Muslim and inter-religious harmony

asked the government to cancel his visa. This would indicate the links between

the Thowheed organizations in the two countries has been going on for over a

decade.
Three years ago, moderate sections of Sri Lanka Muslims had raised

alarm with Sri Lanka intelligence agencies about Zahran’s extremist activities.
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A report in Nikkei Asian Review quoted Hilmy Ahamed, Vice President of the

Muslim Council of Sri Lanka “All his [Zahran’s] You Tube videos of hate speech

were uploaded in India” from a base he had either in Chennai or Bangalore.18

According to Abdul Razik, a leader of the moderate CTJ, during 2018

Zahran Hashim, “has been openly calling for the killing of non-Muslims.” He

added that they had asked the intelligence agencies to take down the Facebook

page of Zahran “because he was polluting the minds of Sri Lankan Muslims.”
The All Ceylon Jamiyyathul Ulama (ACJU), the central body of the country’s

clerics had also alerted Sri Lanka’s security establishment of the activities of

Hashim and his acolytes. But intelligence agencies said it was “better to

allow him to have the page so that the authorities could keep an eye on what he
was doing.”

The testimony of Moulavi KRM Sahlan, Secretary of the Al Haj Abdul

Jawad Alim Waliyullah Trust, before the PSC, laid bare the activities of Zahran.19

He said his organisation had submitted a written complaint to the President’s
office when Zahran called upon Muslims to kill people of other faith in a public

speech on March 27, 2017. He said “we had submitted CDs containing these

speeches and warned that there could be a disaster if Zahran was allowed to

continue in that manner.” He further said copies of  the same complaint was sent
to the PM’s office, the offices of ministers of law and order, justice and state defence

minister as well as the Attorney General’s Department and the Director, TID.

According to Sahlan, Zahran published a monthly magazine called

Towheed from 2013 attacking the Sufis, calling them not true Muslims. He said
“in 2016 and 2017, we lodged 11 complaints with the Kattankudy police station

against Zahran’s group.” In 2015, in response to Sufi complaints Maj Gen Lal

Perera summoned Zahran and warned him to refrain from attacking other religious

groups. But the NTJ continued to attack Sufis. The reason f0r laxity shown by
the administration in taking strong action against Zahran could be his group’s

work in support of Maithripala Sirisena and against Mahinda Rajapaksa during

the 2015 presidential election, as stated in Sahlan’s PSC testimony.

Apparently complaints about Zahran were treated by the police in a routine
manner. This is evident from the statement of officer in charge of Kattankudy.

He said when Zahran’s brother Rilwan was injured while testing a bomb in March

2018, he was taken to Colombo National Hospital and treated for his injuries.

He lost sight in one eye and a few fingers in the accident. Neither anyone checked
him on his eight hour journey to Colombo nor the doctor’s treating him made a

report to the police.20
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It is surprising that Zahran Hashim carried out all these activities in spite

of many Muslim organisations like the ACJU and prominent Muslim political

leaders like Azath Sally warning the security agencies about the NTJ leaders
activities.  In fact, the chief of national intelligence Sisira Mendis told the PSC

that Zahran’s arrest when he was reported for hate speech could have averted the

attacks. “He had come to the attention of authorities before the attacks. Police

could have at least detained him for questioning when there were reports against
him.”

Former head of the TID Nalaka Silva in his testimony before the PSC

had said the TID had obtained a open warrant from the Colombo court as well as

a blue notice from the Interpol in July 2018 to apprehend Zahran. After anti-
Muslim riots in Digana in 2018,  there was a surge in Zahran’s social media

activity and “we saw he was moving from extremism to violent extremism.” He

had begun to endorse the activities of IS and was promoting IS videos through

his Facebook and websites.21

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) in India had been keeping an

eye on suspected IS followers in Tamil Nadu and Kerala for some time.22 Their

follow up action upon information from Sri Lanka about social media links of

NTJ chief  Zahran with IS sympathisers in Coimbatore in Tamil Nadu have led
to their arrest. The NIA arrested Mohammed Azharudeen, said to be the

mastermind of the IS Tamil Nadu module on June 12, 2019. He was a Facebook

friend of Zahran.23 Sri Lanka police have arrested five Sri Lankans including

Mohammad Milhan, one of the NTJ suspects who fled to Dubai after the blast,
and brought them back to Colombo.24  Similarly, five Sri Lankans with suspected

IS links have been brought back to Sri Lanka from Saudi Arabia.

In the follow up action, Kattankudy police have arrested 60 youth “trained”

by Zahran Hashim. According to the police the youth were taken on  a free tour
ostensibly to hear a “moulavi” in this case Zahran Hashim, who welcomed them

at a hideout in Hambantota town and preached his extreme Islamic philosophy.

Two persons Milhan and an army veteran Mohideen taught the group how to use

handguns, behead people and use handguns in the next two days. They were also
shown IS training videos.25 In the training camp the youth were not allowed to

speak to each other. However, at the end of the training they were assigned a

nickname to identify each other by that name, apparently to ensure the secrecy.

According to report in Ceylon Today, seven months ago Zahran had
purchased 25-acre property for Rs five million close to remote town of Rithihenna

for constructing  a training camp. Police searched the area and recovered 25
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sticks of gelignite and some cans of ammonium nitrate (used as agricultural

fertilizer), which can be used to make improvised explosive devices.26

Thus security investigations have revealed a few things clearly regarding
the Easter Sunday attacks:

 The NTJ leader Zahran Hashim was attracted to Thowheed radicalism

propagated by Tamil Nadu Thowheed preacher Jainul Abideen. Over

a decade long association with like minded people, reinforced his
beliefs and provided the ideological moorings for transformation to

IS extremism.

 Zahran’s links with IS sympathisers in Tamil Nadu and Kerala enabled

him to use social media, particularly You Tube, to propagate his
doctrine of hate, attract and motivate his followers.

 Using the social media, Zahran was able to attract educated young

people, who were influenced by the IS recruiters abroad, to join him.

 Moderate Muslim leaders were alarmed at the growing influence of
Zahran. As his anti-Buddhist activities were disturbing ethnic peace,

they had complained to the authorities to shut him up. But influential

Muslim politicians did not hesitate to use him to political advantage

during elections.

 Police and intelligence agencies had treated complaints against Zahran

in a routine manner presumably because his group had supported

President Sirisena during the presidential election in 2015.

SYSTEMIC FAILURES

Sri Lanka government had been a divided house due to schism between
the President and the PM ever since President Sirisena made an abortive attempt

to remove PM Wickremesinghe from the government in October 2018.

Apparently this has resulted in lack of coordination between the ministries and

different arms of the government.  This was evident when immediately after the
attacks, both President Sirisena and PM Wickremesinghe denied any prior

knowledge of the information about the impending attack received from Indian

sources and disseminated by the State Intelligence Services (SIS), 12 days before

the attack.
After the attacks, the President declared a state of emergency, sacked

Defence Secretary Hemasiri Fernando and asked the IG of Police Pujith
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Jayasundara to resign for their failure to prevent the attacks. The IG refused to

do so and was sidestepped by posting another police officer in his place. After

some administrative hiccup NTJ and TMI were proscribed.  The President also
appointed a presidential inquiry into the attacks. The SIS chief Sisira Mendis,

resigned after the attack on health reasons.

The controversy over Speaker of the Parliament of Sri Lanka, Mr. Karu

Jayasuriya’s call for a PSC to probe the attacks delayed its start by five weeks.
The move to constitute the PSC was opposed not only by the President, but also

the Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) and joint opposition, on grounds of

compromise of national security. The President said he would not allow

intelligence officers to testify before the Committee.
However, testimonies made by former Defence Secretary Fernando,

sacked IG Jayasundara and the former SIS chief Mendis have revealed serious

gaps in communication and coordination between the SIS and other security

arms of the government though all of them functioned under the President.
Former defence secretary Fernando in his testimony said he was a

‘helpless’ defence secretary who had to wait for weeks to get an appointment

with the President. In his testimony, Mendis said that though he had briefed the

defence secretary on the impending terrorist attack, the National Security Council
(NSC) had not met.

He said the last NSC meeting was held on February 19, 2019, two months

before the attack, implying that if it had been held, the NSC could have taken

measures to avert it. Mendis informed the IGP in a letter giving the information
about the plans for the attack and follow up action as advised by the defence

secretary. Mendis further added that the impending attack was not even discussed

at regular intelligence coordinating meetings attended by the defence secretary,

the three service chiefs and IG Jayasundara.27

The suspended IG Jayasundara filed a complaint before the Supreme

Court accusing President Sirisena of failing to prevent the Easter bombings.28

In his complaint, Jayasundara said he had been sidelined by the President since

the political rift between the President and PM Wickremesinghe in October 2018.
He further added that he refused a diplomatic post offered to him if he agreed to

step down, as he was not responsible for “the catastrophic intelligence failure.”

He also added that the SIS which reports directly to the President wanted

the TID to stop all inquiries into extremist Muslim factions including NTJ, which
was involved in the Easter Sunday bombings.

President Sirisena, who is also defence minister, issued a statement refuting
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Mendis’ testimony and said he held NSC meetings twice a week. It is significant

the PM was not invited to participate in the NSC meetings. The President said

he met the national police chief and his top brass 13 days before the Easter
Sunday attacks and no officer raised warnings received from India. Overall, the

President’s handling of national security was presented in poor light by the

testimonies.

It is evident that everyone in the bureaucratic chain had treated the
information about the planned attack without the urgency it deserved. The newly

appointed defence secretary, General Shantha Kottegoda told the PSC that the

suicide bombings could have been averted had the extremist organizations been

proscribed on the basis of intelligence reports received in 2014.
It is evident the intelligence structure that helped the country to

successfully defeat the powerful LTTE insurgents a decade ago, does not exist

now.  This is not surprising as a number of cases of misuse of intelligence and

police resources to serve personal and political ends during President Mahinda
Rajapaksa’s rule are now pending in various stages of prosecution.

In an apparently well-organised move, Sinhala hardliners seemed to have

used the public outrage in the wake of the blasts to fan an anti-Muslim hate

campaign. Anti-Muslim backlash broke out a week after the Easter Day attacks,
with mobs brought in trucks from other places attacking Muslim owned shops

and houses in three towns in northwestern province while police watched on

helplessly.

Strident demand was made for removal of Muslim governors Azath Salley
and MLAM Hizbullah and cabinet minister Rishad Bathiudeen for alleged support

to the NTJ even though the allegations were not borne out by evidence. After a

Buddhist monk Athurelive Rathana Thero, went on indefinite fast in Kandy with

the demand and thousands of people marched in support, the two Muslim
governors and nine ministers resigned en masse. A lot of uneasiness prevails

among Muslims as they feel the security measures taken after the attacks are

being used to curb normal life of Muslims in the name of fighting extremism.

In these circumstances, President Sirisena sent a wrong message by
pardoning the well known Muslim baiter Gnanasara Thera, leader of the Buddhist

fringe group Bodhu Bala Sena, who was serving a six year sentence for contempt

of court.  The prelate of Asgiriya Chapter, one of the most influential Buddhist

orders in the country, addressing a temple ceremony in Kandy accused Muslims
of destroying the country and called for a boycott of Muslim run shops and

businesses. He said “don’t eat from those [Muslim owned] shops.” Except for
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finance minister Mangala Samaraweera, who came down heavily on the prelate

for his comments against Muslims and urged ‘true Buddhists’ to unite against

“Talibanisation” of the religion, other political leaders have been muted in their
response.

This has kindled a feeling of déjà vu among liberal segments and civil

society that political priorities are once again overtaking the urgent need for

ethnic and religious amity in Sri Lanka. This does not augur well for the country
as it provides space for the spread of IS extremism.

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

PM Narendra Modi was the first foreign leader to visit Sri Lanka after

the deadly Easter Day terror attacks at the start of his second tenure. His trip

indicated India’s show of solidarity with Sri Lanka in times of distress and assured

the neighbourhood that this will continue to be India’s foreign policy priority.
During his brief visit, PM Modi held discussions with all the main actors including

the President, the Prime Minister and the Leader of Opposition and also addressed

the Indian community. He met with President Sirisena and the two sides agreed

that terrorism is a “joint threat” that needs collective and focussed action.
Translating the “jointness” is likely to be the priority of both countries in their

fight against terrorism.

In this context, the signing of an accord by Sri Lanka, Japan and India to

jointly develop the East Container Terminal (ECT) at the Colombo Port in May
2018 assumes significance as the countries had been negotiating the deal since

last year. The ECT is located some 3 km away from the China-backed international

financial city, known popularly as “port city”, being built on reclaimed land on

Colombo’s sea front.
Intelligence and security personnel from India, the US and UK have

reached Sri Lanka to help the investigation into the IS inspired terrorist strike.

According to a Daily Mirror columnist, China, perhaps unnerved by the US and

UK security agents landing in Sri Lanka in the wake of the blasts, sent “a message
for President Sirisena from Chinese President Xi Jinping asking him to visit

Beijing.” When he  arrived in Beijing, President Xi chaired a joint Sri Lanka-

China bilateral meeting on security co-operation with Colombo. One of the key

decisions taken was on “strengthening co-operation in the defence sector and
sharing intelligence between Sri Lanka and China” — an aspect that has been
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incorporated into the new defence agreement. President Sirisena briefed the

meeting on the Easter Sunday massacres carried out by pro-IS Muslim extremist

groups.
According to the article, before he left Colombo, President Sirisena

explained that Sri Lanka did not have the technological expertise and equipment

“to trace persons who were promoting terrorism and spreading false information.

President Xi agreed to provide both expertise and equipment. He will also send
a technical team to Sri Lanka to train personnel.” President Sirisena also agreed

to a government-to-government deal for hi-tech surveillance of Colombo City

on the lines of “smart cities.” The article said this will also cover the Hambantota

Port and the Colombo Port City, both constructed with heavy Chinese funding.

CONCLUSION

To summarise, Sri Lanka is probably now part of IS’ decentralised Syria

centric operations to expand its footprint into South Asia using local affiliates.
South Asian countries, particularly India and Bangladesh, had been facing the

threat of Pakistan-supported Jihadi terrorist groups for long and are highly

vulnerable to any escalation of jihadi threat.

Investigations carried out in the wake of Sri Lanka suicide bombings
show that attacks must have been planned well in advance to inflict maximum

casualties. The IS modules in Kerala and Tamil Nadu seem to have been using

the social media actively in tandem with the NTJ leader Zahran in propagating

IS radicalism in both countries. Action to dismantle such threat would require
not only greater coordination and cooperation between security agencies of both

countries but also policy convergence. Sri Lanka would also require technology

support from India in fighting terrorist threat.

Sri Lanka was probably selected because there is around 10 percent
Muslim population with wide exposure to radical Wahhabi philosophy at home

and among expatriates working in Gulf countries. Apart from reasons of real

politick, Sri Lanka had probably been soft pedaling on the issue of Islamic

extremism  for political reasons as major parties are wooing Muslim minority
for support. Collectively these factors have enabled the NTJ to carry out its

suicide bombings successfully.

Under these circumstances, there is an urgent need for political parties to
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curb their tendency to whip up anti-Muslim sentiments through  Sinhala nationalist

fringe elements.  The Sirisena-Wickremesinghe duo will have to redeem their

credibility which has been tarnished by their tardy handling of national security
apparatus that led to the Easter Day attacks. This has caused enormous damage

to the image of the country. They will also have to push through the reforms they

had promised during the run up to the elections, including the drafting of a new

constitution that meets the aspirations of everyone and upgrading of accountability
in governance including rule of law and human rights.

The IOR and as a corollary Sri Lanka has become the focus of the  ever

increasing global power play between China and the US and its allies as well as

India, the dominant naval power in the region. Escalation of IS-inspired terrorist
threat in Sri Lanka could affect the IOR. Greater cooperation in enforcing counter

terrorism measures among not only Sri Lanka, India, China and the US and its

allies, but also other Indian Ocean Rim Countries, has now become a necessity

to discourage further growth of terrorist threat.
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India-US Strategic Partnership: Quo Vadis?

MONISH TOURANGBAM

For the last two decades, leadership of different political hues in both New Delhi

and Washington have been strong advocates of the India-US strategic partnership.

Both the Republican and the Democratic parties in the United States, and the

two major national parties in India, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the

Indian National Congress (INC) have spearheaded the emerging contours of

India-US engagement. Even in the times of Trump’s presidency, often criticised

for being uncertain and transactional, India-US relations has stood steady and

the structural convergence has elevated to a need for joint management of the

Indo-Pacific region. India’s expressed intention to become a “leading power” in

the Indo-Pacific, under the administration of Prime Minister Narendra Modi,

has found convergence with the sharp Indo-Pacific focus of the Trump

administration. As far as the India-US partnership is concerned, both leaderships

have put in high-level efforts to stitch together a web of linkages across the

spectrum. The initiation of the ‘2+2’ dialogue between the two countries bringing

the foreign and defence policy departments of the two countries have taken the

strategic rationale of the India-US relationship towards greater synergy. Moreover,

the designation of India as a “Major Defense Partner” of the United States has

given a fillip to the Defence Trade and Technology Initiative (DTTI) to explore

trade in defence equipment and the possibilities of technology transfer and

interoperability. At a time when multi-alignment is seen as the lodestar of India’s

foreign policy in an emerging multipolar world order, what is the future of India-

US relations? What are the next steps in this relationship? In the geopolitical

context of the rise of China in the Indo-Pacific both economically and militarily,

India-US strategic partnership will inherently be one driven by the convergence

of interests. Shared democratic values between the two countries will be an

important force multiplier, but as history is witness, will always play a secondary

role to shared interests in terms of bringing greater engagement between India

and the United States.
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STRATEGIC MATCHMAKING IN THE INDO-PACIFIC

If managing China is the strategic rationale that has been guiding the

direction of this relationship, it is equally important to note that both the countries

have their own trajectories of engagement with China. India’s geographical

proximity to China leads to different sets of strategic calculations, different from

how Washington deals with Beijing. Moreover, there is no denying that in hard-

core capability terms, India is the weaker pole in this triangular dynamics between

India, the US and China; which lends its own sets of complexities when New

Delhi manoeuvres its way into the great power politics of the 21st century.

Therefore, as the India-US relationship surges ahead into the future, the task

will be cut out for Indian foreign policy mandarins, as to how India would handle

the foreign policy implications of this power asymmetry inherent in the triad.

Even specific foreign policy landmarks like the signing of the India-US civilian

nuclear cooperation agreement during the administration of President George

W. Bush, have been seen as resulting from the strategic commonality of managing

a rising China, that could pose regional and global concerns for both India and

the US. Despite facing criticism for weakening America’s bond with its allies,

Trump’s record has been seen as credible in terms of ‘promoting strategic ties

with India in a sustained manner.’   The Trump presidency’s National Security

Strategy (NSS) welcomed ‘India’s emergence as a leading global power’ and the

National Defense Strategy (NDS) emphasised expanding ‘Indo-Pacific alliances

and partnerships,’ for ‘a free and open Indo-Pacific region.’  India’s Ministry of

External Affairs in its response, said,

‘We appreciate the strategic importance given to India-US relationship

in the new National Security Strategy released by the US. As two

responsible democracies, India and the US share common objectives,

including combating terrorism and promoting peace and security

throughout the world. A close partnership between India and the US

contributes to peace, stability and prosperity in the Indo-Pacific region

as well as to the economic progress of the two countries.’

India-US strategic convergence over the Indo-Pacific is a follow through

from the Obama era ‘India-US Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia-Pacific and

Indian Ocean Region’ released in January 2015, when President Barack Obama

opened a new chapter of India-US relations by coming as the Chief Guest of

India’s Republic Day Celebrations. The Joint Vision, besides others, was emphatic
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that ‘a closer partnership between the United States and India is indispensable

to promoting peace, prosperity and stability’ in the region, and that both the

countries affirmed ‘the importance of safeguarding maritime security and ensuring

freedom of navigation and over flight throughout the region, especially in the

South China Sea.’  From envisioning India-US defence cooperation as the linchpin

of the US rebalancing strategy towards the Asia-Pacific to a vison document that

reflected the significance of the Indian Ocean region, Prime Minister Modi and

President Trump have brought front and centre the mutual acceptance of the

Indo-Pacific region. In the Trump administration, the President himself as well

as other high-ranking officials in their statements and speeches have echoed the

Indo-Pacific as being central to US foreign policy, and the partnership with India

as being critical in this pursuit. For instance, the Asia Reassurance Initiative Act

(ARIA) signed into law by President Donald Trump on the last day of 2018 has

largely reaffirmed the priority accorded to the Indo-Pacific region in the NSS

and the NDS. ARIA’s rationale lies in developing ‘a long-term strategic vision

and a comprehensive, multifaceted, and principled United States policy for the

Indo-Pacific region, and for other purposes.’  In addition to its network of

alliances, the US intends to build new partnerships, and the one with India is

perhaps the most consequential one.

One of the emerging debates of India-US partnership has been on the

Quadrilateral Security Initiative between India, the US, Japan and Australia,

also known as the Quad. The four democracies have been attempting to lay

further grounds to converge their capabilities and intent on the notion of a ‘free

and open Indo-Pacific.’ The Naval Chiefs from all the Quad countries in early

2018 shared the same dais at the Raisina Dialogue in New Delhi. Section 207 of

the ARIA explicitly mentions the Quad as being ‘vital to address pressing security

challenges in the Indo-Pacific region.’  While creating a deterrence for China’s

unilateral aggression and intransigence in the region is indeed a geopolitical

determinant of the Quad, all the four countries have been cautious, not to send

any overt projection of an intention to contain China. All the Quad countries

have highly intertwined economies with China, which creates complexities of

any alignment directly targeted towards China. In this context, the Quad has

been promoted and projected as a diplomatic manoeuvring with the purpose of

establishing peace and stability in the region and not directed towards any

particular country, thus, making the dynamics of the narratives equally significant.

On the sidelines of the G20 summit in Argentina in late 2018, leaders of
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India, the US and Japan met to reaffirm their partnership through a new term

‘JAI’ (which means ‘success’ in Hindi) and stands for Japan, American, India.

The significance of ‘connectivity, sustainable development, disaster relief,

maritime security and unfettered mobility’ remained the focus of the meeting

among the three leaders.’ The trilateral understanding between India, the US

and Japan came forth in the Obama era in 2011, when meetings were convened

at the Director or Assistant Secretary Level and was elevated to the Ministerial

level in 2015. Following the Ministerial meeting in New York in September

2017, a meeting among the three countries was held at the level of the Joint

Secretary/Director General/Assistant Secretary in April 2018 on ‘regional and

global issues of mutual interest.’ Focus of the discussion were on ways and means

‘to enhance cooperation in the areas of connectivity and infrastructure

development; counter-proliferation; counter-terrorism; maritime security,

maritime domain awareness and HA-DR.’

One of the more enduring debates pertaining to India-US partnership in

the Indo-Pacific has been the definitional difference between the two countries.

Unlike the Indian understanding of the Indo-Pacific as constituting all the littorals

of the Pacific and the Indian Ocean, the American definition stretches from the

West Coast of India to the West Coast of the United States, leaving out the

western part of the Indian Ocean, which includes important littorals like Pakistan

and Iran from India’s point of view.  India and the US have divergence of interest

over these two countries. While Pakistan is seen as an immediate threat for India,

it remains a critical partner for the United States in terms of winding down the

long war in Afghanistan. While Iran remains one of India’s most important

partners for energy security and connectivity projects, it remains one of America’s

most prominent threats in West Asia. Iran has been at the receiving end of US

led sanctions, especially after the US withdrew from the Joint Comprehensive

Plan of Action (JCPOA), also called the Iran nuclear deal. In this context, the

‘2+2’ dialogue expanded cooperation in the realm of maritime security and

maritime domain awareness, and laid the grounds of new initiative to  ‘start

exchanges between the U.S. Naval Forces Central Command (NAVCENT) and

the Indian Navy, underscoring the importance of deepening their maritime

cooperation in the western Indian Ocean.’  This is also a significant step in the

context of the view in New Delhi that Washington has its eye on the South and

the East China Sea, which makes the India-US maritime cooperation limited

mostly to the Eastern Indian Ocean and not the Western Part.
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Infrastructure development and connectivity projects have been a major

issue of the competition-cooperation dynamics in the region, with the advent of

China’s ambitious Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The vision and implementation

of the BRI has spawned varying opinions and perspectives among a host of

countries in the region. In contrast to the BRI which despite the Chinese projection

of its commercial purpose, has been seen in its strategic intent, countries like

India, the US and Japan have been intending to promote quality and transparent

infrastructure projects, and in consultation with the stakeholders. Countries like

India, the United States and Japan intend to promote connectivity projects, unlike

that of the Chinese BRI, which are accused of leading to debt traps, will seek to

promote the well-being of all countries involved in such projects. India has been

refusing to support China’s BRI on the account that one of its flagship projects,

the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) passes through the Pakistan-

occupied Kashmir (PoK), thus infringing India’s sense of sovereignty and

territorial integrity. The Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, while speaking

at the Shangri La Dialogue in 2018, said,

‘Connectivity is vital. It does more than enhance trade and prosperity ….

There are many connectivity initiatives in the region. If these have to

succeed, we must not only build infrastructure, we must also build bridges

of trust. And for that, these initiatives must be based on respect for

sovereignty and territorial integrity, consultation, good governance,

transparency, viability and sustainability. They must empower nations,

not place them under impossible debt burden. They must promote trade,

not strategic competition.’

This view was emphasised in the Joint Statement between Prime Minister

Modi and President Donald Trump, ‘United States and India: Prosperity Through

Partnership’ released in June 2017. ‘As responsible stewards in the Indo-Pacific

region,’ both the sides reiterated ‘the importance of respecting freedom of

navigation, overflight, and commerce throughout’ the Indo-Pacific region; ‘call

upon all nations to resolve territorial and maritime disputes peacefully and in

accordance with international law’ and ‘support bolstering regional economic

connectivity through the transparent development of infrastructure and the use

of responsible debt financing practices, while ensuring respect for sovereignty

and territorial integrity, the rule of law, and the environment.’  Prime Minister

Modi reflected on the same views when he spoke at the Joint Session of the US

Congress in 2016, where he contended that ‘a strong India-U.S. partnership can
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anchor peace, prosperity and stability from Asia to Africa and from Indian Ocean

to the Pacific.’  US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, speaking at the National

Review Institute’s 2019 Ideas Summit, criticised the BRI, saying,

“They’re moving into the South China Sea is not because they want

freedom of navigation. Their efforts to build ports around the world

aren’t because they want to be good shipbuilders and stewards of

waterways, but rather they have a state national security element to

each and every one of them …. But when you’re showing up with a

non-economic offer, whether that’s through state-facilitated, below-

market pricing or handing someone something knowing that you can

foreclose on their nation shortly, so predatory lending practices, that’s

not straight and we are working diligently to make sure everyone in the

world understands that threat.”

DEFENCE COOPERATION IS INDEED THE LINCHPIN

The burgeoning defence cooperation between the two countries, more

than any other dimension, has been the hallmark of the India-US strategic

partnership. All the concerned agencies on both the side have spearheaded the

meeting of minds and action in the defence sector. Some hiccups persisting terms

of India’s strong defence trade with the Russians and America’s own strategic

imperatives to try to hamstring Russia’s ability to sell defence equipment, through

the Countering American Adversaries through Sanctions Act (CAATSA).

However, the lure of India as a defence consumer and the US as a producer of

high technology defence equipment has meant that the two countries have found

ways to manage these differences and increase the quantity and quality of the

India-US defence trade and the regularity and scope of interoperability between

the armed forces of the two countries. The defence trade as well as the

interoperability exercises between India and the US have covered the land, air

as well as the sea domains. Both the countries, while keeping the preservation of

their own interest in the forefront, have moved forward in building common

ground on some of the foundational agreements like the Logistics Exchange

Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) and the Communications Compatibility

and Security Agreement (COMCASA), and are making ways of taking the

relationship forward.
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In a follow-up meeting to the ‘2+2’ dialogue held in September 2018,

discussions revolved around the prospects for signing a remaining foundational

agreement, the Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement for Geo-spatial

Cooperation (BECA), and the Industrial Security Annex (ISA). The ISA will be

geared towards creating synergy between the US government, the original

equipment manufacturers in the US and private Indian companies to be involved

in the production of military equipment under the ‘Make in India’ initiative.

During the ‘2+2’ dialogue, both sides had ‘welcomed the conclusion of a

Memorandum of Intent between the U.S. Defense Innovation Unit (DIU) and

the Indian Defence Innovation Organization – Innovation for Defence Excellence

(DIO-iDEX).’  The DTTI framework between the two countries essentially aims

to bring together the needs for defence trade as well technology acquisition

between the two countries. While India is a lucrative defence consumer for the

United States, the US has been emerging as the most substantial source for high

defence technologies, a substantial partner in India’s drive towards diversification

of means to improve its defence equipment quantitatively and qualitatively. Joint

working groups have been involved in ‘aircraft carrier technology, land systems,

naval systems, air systems, and other systems.’ Recently, ‘small air launch

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and a lightweight small arms technology project

along with aircraft maintenance’ were identified as areas of collaboration. Creating

a joint working ecosystem for the defence sector between the number of agencies

and industries involved on both sides remains a task cut for both the sides. For

instance, India’s Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is

in liaison with the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory on the UAV project. This

is in commensurate with the vision and mission of the ‘Make in India’ initiative.

The DTTI has been moving forward in terms of cutting through the bureaucratic

inertia, related sales and purchase issues and move towards more efficient co-

development and co-production initiatives.

One of the major focus areas of the defence cooperation has been in the

realm of increasing Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) wherein, the United

States has been helping beef up Indian capabilities, like long-range maritime

patrol aircraft and discussions involving the supply of sea drones. All the services

of the armed forces on both sides have been carrying out regular interoperability

military exercises, such as the Cope air exercise, the Yudh Abhyas land exercise

and the Malabar maritime exercise. Both the countries have now decided to

ramp the scope of the exercises into the first ever tri-service exercise between
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the two countries and it could, reportedly, include the Special Forces as well.

The tri-service bilateral exercise would, according to reports, focus on the United

Nations-based scenario and the over-arching mission of humanitarian assistance,

and disaster relief measure.  Cooperation and coordination on disaster relief

missions have been a major emphasis on the question of interoperability between

the two countries; with as recent a legacy as the joint missions carried out during

the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004, among what is now called the Quad countries.

More recently, China has increased its presence in the Indian Ocean region,

by building ports in some of the littoral countries, which have allowed Chinese

conventional and nuclear submarines to enter the Indian Ocean waters. As such,

India-US cooperation in improving India’s anti-submarine warfare (ASW)

capabilities has become significant. In April 2019, the Indian and the US navies

carried out an ASW exercise near Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, involving

the Indian (P-8I) and American (P-8A) version of the long range patrol maritime

Poseidon aircrafts, seen as critical for increasing MDA in the Indian Ocean waters.

The exercise focused on ASW ‘training, information sharing, and coordination

between maritime patrol aircraft and surface combatants.’ The signing of the

COMCASA has certainly increased the level of interoperability exercises, with

possibilities of secure communication between the two sides.  Another result of

the COMCASA has been the establishment of a secure communication link

between the Indian Naval Headquarters and the US Central Command and the

Pacific Naval Command. Post COMCASA, reports have also confirmed that the

US has activated Selective Availability Anti-Spoofing Module GPS system in

some of the C-130 and C-17 transport aircraft that it supplies to India.  Discussions

over BECA, one of the foundational agreements remaining to be signed, as per

reports, will be the moot point in a revived Defence Policy Group (DPG) meeting

between India and the US. BECA is seen to be a prerequisite agreement before

the US supplies armed UAV like the Predator-B. The DPG meeting that would

be held after the last meeting in 2015, besides discussing BECA, will review

reports from other existing sub-groups, namely: the Military Cooperation Group,

the Joint Technology Group, the Senior Security Technology Group and the

Defence Procurement and Production Group. It will also scan the prospects for

advanced military exercises between India and the US, and technology

cooperation to build military hardware in India.

Rex Tillerson, then US Secretary of State, speaking at the Center for

Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) in 2017 said,
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‘When our militaries conduct joint exercises, we send a powerful

message as to our commitment to protecting the global commons and

defending our people … The emerging Delhi-Washington strategic

partnership stands upon a shared commitment upholding the rule of

law, freedom of navigation, universal values, and free trade. Our nations

are two bookends of stability on either side of the globe standing for

greater security and prosperity for our citizens and people around the

world.’

Admiral Philip S. Davidson, the Commander of the rechristened US Indo-

Pacific Command speaking before the Senate Armed Services Committee on

the US Indo-Pacific Command Posture in February 2019 said,

‘The U.S.-India strategic partnership continues to advance at an historic

pace as we continue to increase our interoperability and information-sharing

capabilities … With a mutual desire for global stability, support for the rules

based international order, and a Free-and-Open Indo-Pacific region, the United

States and India have an increased agreement on interests, including maritime

security and maritime domain awareness, counter-piracy, counterterrorism,

humanitarian assistance, and coordinated responses to natural disasters and

transnational threats.’

The designation of India as a “Major Defence Partner” of the United

States reflects the increasing political support for an India-US partnership. Such

a designation ‘elevates defence trade and technology cooperation between the

United States and India to a level commensurate with the closest allies and partners

of the United States’; ‘facilitates technology sharing between the United States

and India, including license-free access to a wide range of dual-use technologies,

after taking into account national security concerns’; and ‘facilitates joint

exercises, coordination on defence strategy and policy, military exchanges, and

port calls in support of defence cooperation between the United States and India.’

In a move towards taking India-US defence trade to higher levels, India’s

designation as a “Major Defence Partner” has been followed by the decision to

move India into Tier 1 of the Department of Commerce’s Strategic Trade

Authorization (STA) license exception. According to the US Department of

Commerce, ‘STA Tier 1 treatment, comparable to NATO allies, will expand the

scope of exports subject to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) that

can be made to India without individual licenses. This regulatory change will

enhance the bilateral defense trade relationship and result in a greater volume of
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U.S. exports to India.’ Commenting on this decision, the US Secretary of

Commerce Wilbur Ross said,

‘This reflects India’s membership in three of the four multilateral export

control regimes, as well the development of its national export control

system. U.S. companies will be able to more efficiently export a much

wider range of products to Indian high technology and military customers.

India’s new status will benefit U.S. manufacturers while continuing to

protect our national security.’

As a follow up to India’s designation as a ‘Major Defense Partner’, a

bipartisan group of US lawmakers recently introduced a legislation in the House

of Representative, which if enacted, would lead to the US Department of State

giving India certain privileges in Arms Export Control Act, only available to

NATO allies. The US-India Strategic Partnership, working on the legislation,

has been prioritising defence sales to India.

CONCLUSION

The convergence in the strategic orientations of India and the United

States in the Indo-Pacific comes from China’s intransigence in the Indo-Pacific

region. While China’s A2/AD strategies in the Western Pacific is seen by the US

as infringing on its “freedom of navigation and overflight”, China’s increasing

strategic influence in the Indian Ocean region, also dubbed as China’s

encirclement strategy of India, is seen as infringing on India’s own strategic

backyard. As such, India and the United States have been attempting to combine

intent and capabilities to build a stable security architecture in the region. In the

pursuit of engineering, a stable security architecture in the Indo-Pacific region,

India and the United States besides building a robust bilateral relationship, has

also been engaging in trilateral and multilateral engagements. The disruptive

nature of China’s rise in the Indo-Pacific region with its increasing economic

and military footprints has been seen, as creating a geopolitical flux in the region.

As such, it is a geopolitical imperative for both India and the United States to

engage in deeper bilateral consultations on their strategic outlooks towards the

Indo-Pacific region, to chart out differences and ways to manage those, without

affecting the strategic congruence.

Agreements like the LEMOA and COMCASA have undergone a number
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of years of negotiations between India and the U.S. which has meant that a number

of India specific provisions have been guaranteed under these agreements. A

number of India-specific provisions have had to be introduced before such

arrangements, which are now being billed as the hallmark of India-US

interoperability, saw the light of day. Whether through Non-alignment or multi-

alignment, the pursuit of India’s national interest in the international system has

meant that it has had to manoeuvre the practice of strategic autonomy. The practice

of strategic autonomy is most tested when it comes to managing ties with a great

power like the United States. The practice of India’s strategic autonomy has

always been about creating traction for the pursuit of India’s national interests,

and India’s ability to do so will be tested in how it manages its great power

relationship with the United States.

The India-U.S. relationship is an intriguing one in the sense that the two

countries have never been adversaries, nor have they been brothers in arms.

From strategic divergence during the Cold War to a newfound strategic

convergence, in what is now being heralded as the time of the Indo-Pacific, the

relationship has seen its ebbs and flows. Trump’s predecessors, President George

W. Bush and President Barack Obama have set high benchmarks and President

Trump, despite the uncertainties surrounding his presidential style is viewed as

faring well when it comes to strengthening India-US strategic partnership. While

the contours of India-US strategic partnership has been largely guided by the

common concerns of a rising China, the dynamics of India’s and America’s

bilateral dynamics sets its own limitations of how much traction India and the

US can have out of this strategic congruence. The geographical proximity of

India to China, and the nature of the competitive-cooperative dynamics between

them sets limitations on India-US relations. This is reflected in India’s dilemma

when it comes to managing the India-U.S.-China triangular dynamics. Any signs

of U.S-China strategic embrace make India uneasy, and at the same time, India

finds it uncomfortable being sucked into any U.S.-China confrontation. India

seeks to maintain its own narrative of the India-China dynamics, while engaging

with the United States and other like-minded countries on the ways and means to

manage China’s rise in the Indo-Pacific region. Moreover, the emerging dynamics

of India-US strategic partnership, despite all the high points, still shows a number

of fault lines, that exposes serious limitations, in terms of managing parallel

trajectories of how to manage each other perceptions and dynamics with countries

like Iran and Russia.
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Indo-US Relationship and
Future of Indo Pacific Region

WG CDR VIKAS KALYANI

Today, the Indian Ocean is one of the busiest and most critical maritime

transportation links in the world. Almost a hundred thousand ships a year pass

through these waters, carrying about half of the world’s container shipments,
one-third of the world’s bulk cargo traffic and two-thirds of the oil shipments.

The fact that three quarters of this traffic is headed for destinations beyond the

region underlines the fact that the Indian Ocean is of vital importance well beyond

the shores of the littoral states. While the attention of other countries on IOR is
fairly recent, India has maintained trade and civilisational links with other

countries in the region since time immemorial.

Much like the Pacific Rim which shaped the global economic trajectory

for  two decades, the Indian Ocean has the potential to become the most important
source of new global growth over the next 20 years.1 Realising the strategic

importance of this region, many global players are showing their presence, which

in a way is not good for overall peace and stability of the region.

India, due to its peculiar location, potential of economic growth, trade
capacity by sea and blue water navy has been undoubtedly considered as the key

player in the region. On the other hand, America’s concern for securing the Laws

of Seas and right of free passage in international waters has been growing and

the US Navy’s presence in South China Sea as well as in Indian Ocean is an
indicator of the same. American concept of ‘Asia-Pacific’ has also been under

transition to ‘Indo-Pacific,’ recognising India’s importance as a strategic partner

in the region. It is time to have a look at this old relationship and see its conversion

to partnership, that too a strategic one.

HISTORY

India and America have been in a relation much before India’s

independence. Swami Vivekananda promoted Yoga and Vedanta in America at
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the World Parliament of Religions in Chicago. Mark Twain visited India in 1896

and described it in his travelogue ‘Following the Equator’ with both revulsion

and attraction before concluding that India was the only foreign land he dreamed
about or longed to see again.2 In the 1930s and early 1940s the United States

gave very strong support to the Indian independence movement in defiance of

the British Empire.

In World War Two, India became the main base for the American-China-
Burma-India Theatre (CBI) in the war against Japan. Once they left in 1945,

President Franklin D. Roosevelt insisted that India be given independence, a

proposition Prime Minister Winston Churchill vehemently rejected.

Post-Independence (1947-2001)
• The birth of Indian Republic was accompanied by Pakistan’s

occupation of Kashmir. Nehru’s efforts to garner support from the

international community were fruitless.
• India declined the American offer to accept a seat at the United Nations

Security Council and rather pushed for the membership of the People’s

Republic of China which it had immediately recognised as a sovereign

nation.
• In the year 1950, India abstained from a US-sponsored resolution

calling for UN’s military involvement in the Korean War. India even

voted against UN forces crossing the 38th Parallel and naming China

as an aggressor.
• 1955: Pakistan officially aligned with the United States via the South

East Asian Treaty Organisation (SEATO) and Central Treaty

Organisation (CEATO) also known as Baghdad Pact. Meanwhile,

India, being the chief proponent of Non-Alignment Movement (NAM),
held the first Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung, Indonesia.

• The rogue state of Pakistan became an important ally to the US in the

containment of the Soviet Union, giving rise to strategic complications

with India.
• In the Sino-Indian war of 1962, the US extended help to India against

China’s belligerence by sending an American carrier - The Enterprise

- to the Bay of Bengal. China, however, had declared unilateral

ceasefire the next day. Indian leaders and public welcomed American
intervention.
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• 1966: In response to India’s criticism of the US intervention in

Vietnam, President Lyndon B. Johnson restricted the supply of grain

shipments to India under Public Law 480 programme.
• 1967: A predominantly Anti-American worldview led India to reject

a founding membership in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations

(ASEAN).

• 1968: India rejected the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) proposed

by the world’s leading nuclear powers.

• 1971: The USA had maintained a studious silence on Pakistan’s
repressive policies in East Pakistan. The then Secretary of State Henry

Kissinger visited Delhi to make India comply to not support liberation

movements in East Pakistan. Indira Gandhi’s intransigence was met

with diplomatic muscle-flexing. Next month, India signed a Treaty of
Friendship, Peace and Cooperation with the Soviet Union, seen as a

blatant shift from India’s Non-Alignment policies. US President

Richard Nixon in a retaliatory move chose to explicitly tilt American

policy in favour of Pakistan and suspended $87 million worth of
economic aid to India. American naval fleet USS Enterprise traversed

the Bay of Bengal, issuing mild threats. India won the Bangladesh

Liberation War as the Pakistani Army embarrassingly surrendered

more than 90,000 troops.
• 1974: India conducted its first nuclear weapon test at Pokhran, and it

came as a major jolt to the USA who made plans to upgrade its presence

at Diego Garcia, a British-controlled island in the Indian Ocean.

• 1975: India faced considerable domestic turmoil and entered into a
state of Emergency.

• 1977: The Emergency ended and the US immediately eased restrictions

it has placed on World Bank loans to India and approved direct

economic assistance of $60 million.
• 1978: US President Jimmy Carter and Indian Prime Minister Murarji

Desai exchanged visits to each other’s nations.

• The 1980s: Large amount of military aid was pumped into Pakistan

by the USA in order to fight a proxy against the Soviet Union in
Afghanistan. This created significant repercussions in the internal

security of India as the Pakistani mujahideen fighters infiltrated into
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Kashmir as militants.

• 1988: Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi made a historic visit to China

which led to normalisation of relations between India and China.
• 1990: India hesitatingly provided a brief logistical support for

American military operations in the Gulf War.

• Post-1991: The Soviet Union disintegrated into independent nations

and the United States emerged as the single largest hegemon, making
the world unipolar. It coincided with India opening doors to foreign

private capital in its historic Liberalisation, Privatisation, and

Globalisation move. Trade between India and the US grew

dramatically and is flourishing today.3

• 1998: The Indian government announces the completion of a series

of underground nuclear tests close to the border with Pakistan,

surprising U.S. intelligence organisations and raising fears that the

move could spark a regional nuclear arms race. The tests draw
international condemnation and badly damage India’s relationship with

the United States. After recalling the U.S. ambassador to India,

President Bill Clinton imposes economic sanctions, required under

U.S. law.
• 1999: Pakistani forces infiltrate Kashmir. India launches air strikes in

return, and armed conflict continues through early July. After President

Clinton summons Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif to

Washington for a Fourth of July emergency meeting, Sharif commits
to withdraw Pakistani forces from their positions beyond the Line of

Control.

• 2001: The George W. Bush administration lifts all remaining U.S.

sanctions that were imposed on India after its 1998 nuclear test. Most
economic sanctions had been eased within a few months of their

imposition, and Congress authorized the president to remove all

remaining restrictions in 1999.4

THE PRESENT UPSWING

India and the US have since then, come a long way in establishing a

trustworthy partnership not only between people to people, which in any case

was always positive, but also at the diplomatic level, where the relationship had

witnessed a waning over the past five decades. Today, the India-U.S. bilateral
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cooperation is broad-based and multi-sectoral, covering trade and investment,

defence and security, education, science and technology, cyber security, high-

technology, civil nuclear energy, space technology and applications, clean energy,
environment, agriculture and health. Vibrant people-to-people interaction and

support across the political spectrum in both countries nurture our bilateral

relationship. Regular exchange of high-level political visits has provided sustained

momentum to bilateral cooperation, while the wide-ranging and ever-expanding
dialogue architecture has established a long-term framework for India-U.S.

engagement.

Both sides have elevated the Strategic Dialogue between their Foreign

Ministers to Strategic and Commercial Dialogue of Foreign and Commerce
Ministers. There is frequent interaction between the leadership of the two

countries, including telephone calls and meetings on the sidelines of international

summits. President Trump and Prime Minister Modi have spoken thrice over

phone since the former’s election in November 2016. A hotline has been
established between the Prime Minister’s Office and the U.S. White House. There

are more than 50 bilateral dialogue mechanisms between the two governments.5

US also included India in group of countries who were not affected by US

sanctions on Iran. US has apparently understood India’s stand on multilateralism
and has shown positive symptoms in respecting it. India’s deal with Russia for

the S-400 missile air defence system has been successful despite resistance from

the US. The Anti-Satellite (ASAT) test by India also has been well received.

India’s strategic concerns are understood by US and that has been the core reason
for the present upswing in the Indo-US relationship.

EMPHASIS ON DEFENCE COOPERATION

Defence relationship has emerged as a major pillar of India-U.S. strategic

partnership with the signing of ‘New Framework for India-U.S. Defense
Relations’ in 2005 and the resulting intensification in defence trade, joint

exercises, personnel exchanges, collaboration and cooperation in maritime

security and counter-piracy, and exchanges between each of the three services.

The Defence Framework Agreement was updated and renewed for another 10
years in June 2015. The two countries now conduct more bilateral exercises

specially the navies with each other than they do with any other country. India

participated in Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) exercise in July-August 2016 for

the second time with an Indian naval frigate. Bilateral dialogue mechanisms in
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the field of defence include Defence Policy Group (DPG), Defence Joint Working

Group (DJWG), Defence Procurement and Production Group (DPPG), Senior

Technology Security Group (STSG), Joint Technical Group (JTG), Military

Cooperation Group (MCG), and Service-to-Service Executive Steering Groups
(ESGs).The agreements signed in recent past include, Logistics Exchange

Memorandum of Association (LEMOA) signed in August 2016, Fuel Exchange

Agreement signed in November 2015,Technical Agreement (TA) on information

sharing on White (merchant) Shipping signed in May 2016 and the Information
Exchange Annexe (IEA) on Aircraft Carrier Technologies signed in June 2016.

Aggregate worth of defence acquisition from U.S. has crossed over USD

13 billion. India and the United States have launched a Defence Technology and

Trade Initiative (DTTI) aimed at simplifying technology transfer policies and
exploring possibilities of co-development and co-production to invest the defence

relationship with strategic value. The DTTI Working Group and its Task Force

will expeditiously evaluate and decide on unique projects and technologies which

would have a transformative impact on bilateral defence relations and enhance
India’s defence industry and military capabilities.

During the visit of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to the U.S. in June

2016, the U.S. recognised India as a “Major Defence Partner,” which commits

the U.S. to facilitate technology sharing with India to a level commensurate with
that of its closest allies and partners, and industry collaboration for defence co-

production and co-development. Performance of US equipment procured by

Indian Air Force has increased the potential manifold. The C-130s and C-17s

with their unique operability in almost all terrains have made the transportation
of men and material swift and easy. In a display of its airlift capabilities, the

Indian Air Force has ferried a record 463-tonne load from its airbase at

Chandigarh to airfields and drop zones in the Ladakh region in a single wave in

six hours. This mission had C-17s, IL-76 and An-32 of IAF out of which C-17
has maximum carrying capacity. The new Chinook helicopters have reached

India and Apache combat helicopters will soon be flying in Indian skies. Both

these helicopters are considered best in their categories.

Counter-Terrorism and Internal Security: Cooperation in counter-
terrorism has seen considerable progress with intelligence sharing, information

exchange, operational cooperation, counter-terrorism technology and equipment.

India-U.S. Counter-Terrorism Cooperation Initiative was signed in 2010 to

expand collaboration on counter-terrorism, information sharing and capacity
building.
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In order to further enhance the counter terrorism cooperation between

India and the U.S., an arrangement was concluded in June 2016 to facilitate

exchange of terrorist screening information through the designated contact points.

India-U.S. Joint Working Group on Counter-Terrorism held its 14th meeting in
July 2016 in Washington DC.6

After Pulwama terror attack, US has been cooperating with India. The

international community led by the US pressed Pakistan to deny safe havens to

terror groups operating form its soil and bring the perpetrators of the Pulwama
attack to justice. US, UK and France have moved a fresh proposal in the UN

Security Council to designate Pakistan-based terror group JeM chief Masood

Azhar as a global terrorist who was the brain behind the Pulwama attack. China

however has been postponing the support to this proposal under the guise of
technical delay. It clearly exposes the closeness between China and Pakistan.

Only recently, on 01 May 2019,  did China lift its hold on the proposal, which

was moved by France, UK and the US in the Security Council’s 1267 al Qaeda

Sanctions Committee in February just days after the deadly Pulwama terror attack
carried out by the JeM. Thereafter, the Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed chief

Masood Azhar was declared as a “global terrorist,” which marked a huge

diplomatic victory for India.7

INDIAN OCEAN REGION :
KEY TO INDO-US RELATION

Today, New Delhi is actively seeking to create opportunities for mutual

development in the Indo-Pacific, in the Arabian Sea and in Africa even as it

engages like-minded nations in the pursuit and preservation of a rules-based
order that promotes transparency, respect for sovereignty and international law,

stability, and free and fair trade. In both these endeavours, the United States is

an appropriate and willing partner. The US has been a principal architect and the

traditional guarantor of a liberal economic and maritime order in the Indo-Pacific.
As it remains an invested actor across the Middle East and in Afghanistan, and

as it confronts an unrelenting North Korea, it must seek to empower regional

like-minded nations such as India, which it recognises as having an “indispensable

role in maintaining stability in the Indian Ocean region.”8

Chinese naval projection in the IOR is of particular concern to India, the

de facto power in the ocean that inherited its name, and to the U.S., who has

already countered China’s growing influence and naval posture in the South
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China Sea. As China continues to develop ports in littoral states, following its

“String of Pearls” strategy, and modernises its navy, India’s own navy must be

able to measure up. A fortified Indian navy would help to counterbalance the
string of China-friendly states positioned at major chokepoints in the IOR. China’s

increasingly assertive naval stance in the IOR does not seem to be lessening any

time soon, and may be fortified by softer means of seeking influence. China

continues to advance its own position and access in the region through its highly
funded Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which seeks to reinvigorate old trade

routes with Beijing at the center of the trade.

The crucial areas where India can engage US more actively can be:

Maritime Security:  In present scenario, India and US understand each
other’s importance in stability of the IOR well. This time is correct to enhance

defence cooperation in terms of joint exercises, intelligence sharing and strategic

planning. Besides naval exercises such as Malabar which is focused on IOR,

there should be Air Force’s joint exercises focusing on maritime security. Indian
Air Force (IAF) has projected its capacity and capabilities in IOR in exercise

Gagan Shakti last year. Given all the experience of joint exercises conducted,

the USAF knows that IAF can be more than a reliable partner for security of this

region. More tri-service joint exercises will increase compatibility and
understanding for operating in the region.

Freedom of Navigation:  India-US maritime security cooperation is

critical also because it supports efforts that prioritise joint responsibility for

ensuring freedom of navigation and unthreatened trade across the region that is
a major highway for commercial and energy supplies, and is rich in natural

resources, ecosystems, and biodiversity. Moreover, the Indian Ocean Region is

extremely vulnerable to extreme weather events and other natural disasters such

as Tsunamis. To address these developments, the US and India can cooperate to
provide humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) missions in the

region.

Defence Trade and Technology:  India’s designation as a ‘major defense

partner’ of the US, and the Defense Technology and Trade Initiative provides a
bilateral platform for defence trade and technology sharing with greater ambitions

and at a faster pace. The ‘Make in India’ initiative strengthens scope for

coproduction and co-development. The new appetite for business reforms is

catalysing the largest volumes of foreign direct investment ever received by the
country. Continuous progress on these fronts will enhance Indian capabilities,

enable greater readiness of Indian forces, and level the playing field. Specifically,
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priority military hardware, technologies and areas for joint production need to

be identified.9 Strategic bombers for IAF, nuclear submarines for navy and aircraft

career technology are such areas in which this partnership will strengthen a secure
environment.

Regional Connectivity in IOR:  Today, states in the Indo-Pacific are in

dire need of funds and expertise to improve infrastructure development and

regional connectivity. The India-US partnership has an important role to play in
this respect. The American vision of the Indo-Pacific Economic Corridor

supplements India’s Act East policy, and India-US cooperation in physical and

soft infrastructure can link cross-border transport corridors; help create regional

energy connections; and facilitate people-to-people interactions. Further, India
and the US can cooperate as “global partners”, with US investment in Indian

projects in Africa. Accordingly, the Asia-Africa Growth Corridor proposed by

Japan and India can provide a common platform to all three states.10

CONCLUSION

It has to be a priority for India and the U.S. to secure the freedom of

passage and ensure stability in the IOR, given recently increasing Chinese

footprint in the region. Delhi Declaration of Friendship and Joint Strategic Vision
for Asia-Pacific and the Indian Ocean Region needs enactment. Responsibility

has to be shared by India and USA to reduce tensions. Commitment will be

strong by more dialogues on administrative and operational portals. With an

experienced diplomat, who has been ambassador to both US and China and also
held post of Foreign Secretary, S. Jaishankar as External Affairs Minister of

India, we can hope that the intent meets the goal in a decisive and visible way.
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Terrorism Trends in South Asia

JAI KUMAR VERMA

South Asia is an important region which covers an area of about 5.2 million
square kms which is 3.5 percent of the world’s total land surface area. Although

South Asia has 3.5 percent of the world’s total land area, it is home to a quarter

of the world’s population—nearly 1.9 billion people—making the region one of

the most densely populated in the world. The eight countries which comprise
South Asia are Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives

and Sri Lanka. Some scholars have expressed the view that Myanmar too should

be included in the ambit of South Asia, and some opine that Afghanistan should
be part of the Middle East. But the definition of South Asia as given is universally

accepted now as comprising of the eight countries mentioned above.1

The United States Directorate of National Intelligence, in their assessment

on global trends, have forecast tremendous internal as well as external changes
in South Asia in the coming years, which in turn would shape the security and

political environment of the region. The factors driving change are the planned

drawdown of international forces in Afghanistan; the deepening relationship

between the United States and India; China’s westward-facing development
objectives under its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and inroads made in the

region by the Islamic State (IS) and other terrorist organisations.2

China’s BRI, a project personally driven by Chinese President Xi Jinping,

would engulf several countries of the world. Although China claims the BRI to
be an economic project, it is strategic in nature. Some of the weaker countries

may be unable to pay back the huge amounts loaned by China for development

projects, and consequently could lose their autonomy in running them. A prime

example is that of Sri Lanka. It failed to repay eight billion dollars to Chinese
companies and as a result, was forced to handover the strategic port of Hambantota

on a 99-years lease to China. In view of Chinese aggressiveness, the lone

superpower US wants to curb the rising influence of China. India is also
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apprehensive about China hence the relations between US and India are

strengthening although the recent US sanctions against Iran are troublesome

for India.
In the Gulf, while US led security forces have successfully wiped out

Islamic State from the territories it controlled in Syria and Iraq, the ideology of

the IS remains intact. The group is now trying to establish itself in South Asia. A

large number of fighters of the IS have now returned to their parent countries
and this includes a large number who have returned to South Asia. These

fighters can and will be exploited by the IS to carry out wanton acts of destruction

and mayhem.

The massive rate of population growth in the region has led to a huge
youth bulge. Finding jobs for the growing population in the working group age

will remain a challenge, and many youth will find it hard to get suitable

employment. Lack of a secure environment, education, housing, water and health

facilities will further add to the instability created by job shortages and the
frustration that sets in will provide a fertile ground to be exploited by the terrorist

organisations. The terrorist outfits will also manipulate the growing difference

in sex ratio between male and female. In South Asian cities world’s largest slums

exist which portrays the disparity between the very rich and the destitute. This
social contrast also generates aversion and radicalism which is exploited by

diverse terrorist outfits. A combination of all these factors will prolong the delays

of economic integration and political reforms that the region needs to capitalise

on earlier development gains.3

TERRORISM IN SRI LANKA

According to the Global Terrorism Index (GTI) prepared by the Institute

for Economics and Peace, Sri Lanka and Nepal were the only countries where
the terrorism had decreased between 2002 and 2017. However, on Easter Sunday

21 April 2019, Sri Lanka experienced one of the most lethal suicide attacks in

which 253 persons were killed and approximately 500 were injured.4 The Islamic

State took the responsibility of the blasts which took place in three churches and
in three high-end hotels. The terrorist outfit mentioned that these blasts were the

retribution for “Crusader Coalition” which wiped-out IS from Iraq and Syria.

The Amaq news agency of IS also portrayed the video of suicide bombers who

were showing their commitment to IS Chief Abu Bakr al Baghdadi. The Sri
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Lankan blasts were significant, as it was the first successful terrorist attack by IS

after it was decimated by US led forces in Syria. Sri Lanka is one of the favourite

destinations of foreign tourists and tourism is an important source of foreign
exchange earnings for the island nation. In the blasts about 40 foreigners of

different countries including India, United States, China, United Kingdom,

Australia and Holland were killed and this would most certainly adversely impact

on tourism in Sri Lanka.5

As a result of Islamic radicalisation in Sri Lanka, it was assessed that

over 30 youth from the Island, all of whom were well educated and belonged to

well to do families had gone to Syria and joined IS. After the IS was vanquished,

few of these hardcore, fully radicalised youths had most likely returned to Sri
Lanka and organised the bombings of 21 April. Sri Lankan Prime Minister Ranil

Wickremesinghe also acknowledged the same. These blasts were the handiwork

of National Thowheeth Jamaath (NTJ) and Jammiyathul Millathu Ibrahim (JMI).

According to Sri Lankan security authorities, Islamic terrorists carried out these
attacks as a retaliation to the attack on two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand

where more than 50 Muslims were killed.6 This assessment is however debatable

as an attack of such a nature would have taken months of planning, well before

the attack on two mosques in New Zealand.
The Islamic terrorists may have planned the Easter Sunday bombings

with motive of creating communal riots between Christians and Muslims. The

bombings were planned when Christians were celebrating the Easter festival.

The terrorists succeeded in their nefarious designs and in Chilaw town where
Christians are in majority, they attacked mosques, looted several shops of Muslims

and burnt their vehicles on 12 and 13 May. The problem commenced when Abdul

Hameed Mohammed Hasmer put a post on Facebook as a reaction to the order

of Sri Lankan government of banning the face veils. Abdul Hameed’s Facebook
post stated “Don’t laugh more, one day u will cry”. The agitated Christian

community took this post as a threat by Muslims and consequently attacked the

mosque and Muslims shops. There were cases of riots, burning of shops and

houses at other places also including Hettipola and Minuwangoda cities. One
Muslim in Puttalam district was killed by anti-social elements during curfew.

The government enforced countrywide curfew to curb the communal violence.

All Ceylon Jamiyyathul Ulama (ACJU) appealed to the Muslims to be careful

while putting posts on social media as the suspicion towards Muslims has
increased manifold after the 21 April bomb blasts.

Wahhabism is increasingly spreading in the island nation, largely due to
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the flow of large amounts of money to Sri Lanka from a few Middle Eastern

countries for that purpose. The fundamentalist Muslim organisations are utilising

this money in opening and financing madrassas and mosques. These religious
places are misused by extremists to produce terrorists. The Sri Lankan government

needs to formulate a stringent policy towards religious institutions to prevent

further radicalisation of their youth. There is also a need to improve intelligence

collection and collation. Sometimes back about 100 Kilograms of high-grade
explosives, detonators and weapons were unearthed from Wanathawilluwa but

no in-depth investigation was conducted. Indian intelligence agencies had

forewarned Sri Lankan government about the attacks on Churches, but

unfortunately Sri Lanka failed to take the requisite action.
Sri Lankan security forces should also keep a watch on Pakistan’s Inter

Services Intelligence (ISI), which is known to work in close proximity with many

terrorist organisations as part of its anti-India agenda. In the past too, the ISI had

established bases in Bangladesh but after Sheikh Hasina came to power, she
removed all ISI bases and debilitated ISI supporters. Now ISI is trying to establish

bases in Sri Lanka which is a good choice.

TERRORISM IN AFGHANISTAN

Growing influence of Taliban in Afghanistan, new-born Islamic terrorism

in Sri Lanka, rising influence of jihadism in Pakistan and mounting impact of

Islamic State in the region has turned South Asia into the most dangerous region

of diverse terrorist philosophies and outfits. In Afghanistan, heterogeneous Islamic
terrorist organisations including Taliban and Islamic State are active. The activities

of these groups forced other countries including China, Iran, Russia, few Central

Asian countries, United States etc. to get involved. IS took benefit of the violent

clashes between diverse terrorist outfits and successfully attracted fighters from
several countries of the world.7

Afghanistan is passing through an uncertain phase. Originally, the

presidential elections were scheduled for 20 April 2018, but the Election

Commission first postponed the elections to  20 July and then again postponed
the elections to 28 September 2019. The reason given by the election commission

for postponing the elections is that more time is required to verify voter lists and

to train election staff on the new biometric identification system. However, many

analysts believe the elections have been postponed due to the poor law and
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order situation in the country and the prevailing uncertainty created because of

futile peace negotiations between the US and the Taliban, the latter becoming

increasingly emboldened as they sense the possibility of withdrawal of US led

NATO troops from Afghanistan.

The security situation in Afghanistan is deteriorating rapidly due to

repeated attacks by the Taliban as well as Islamic State on the Afghan National

Security Force (ANSF).  On 5 May, at least 13 people were killed and dozens

wounded after Taliban fighters attacked a police headquarters in northern

Afghanistan.8 Then on 29 May, Taliban fighters stormed several security posts

and killed 18 security force personnel providing protection to Afghanistan’s

historic minaret of Jam and also cut access to the UNESCO World Heritage

Site. Such attacks indicate the extending reach of the Taliban which now is in

control of most of the rural areas in Afghanistan. The IS also carries out attacks

on the ANSF, but not in conjunction with the Taliban. The ANSF is plagued with

multifarious problems including lack of training, corruption, outdated weapons,

less salary etc. In fact, IS pays better emoluments in comparison to ANSF and it

is one reason that several ANSF soldiers deserted and joined IS along with their

weapons.

Taliban understands that President Trump is determined to withdraw from

Afghanistan because of domestic compulsions and ANSF is incapable of

countering them, hence they are biding their time and dictating terms. Though

Zalmay Mamozy Khalilzad, the US special representative for Afghanistan

reconciliation is in talks with the Taliban, the latter have continued with their

attacks on the ANSF and NATO forces. Reconciliation talks were held in Qatar

and UAE in which besides US, Pakistan, UAE and Saudi Arabia participated,

although Afghan government team was present in UAE but could not participate

because of resistance from Taliban. Zabihullah Mujahid, Taliban spokesman

made it clear that talks were mainly about withdrawal of foreign troops from

Afghanistan and not about internal matters concerning elections, establishment

of an interim government etc. According to Special Inspector General for

Afghanistan Reconstruction, Afghan government is losing control over certain

areas which it had earlier held.

Besides Taliban, Islamic State is also making intense efforts to establish

itself in Afghanistan. It has already created the Islamic State of Khorasan Province

(ISKP) which postulates the establishment of Islamic Caliphate which will be

ruled according to Shariat. The idea of Caliphate and rule of Shariat is adored
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by fanatic, crestfallen Muslims which are in large numbers in the region. Few

fanatic Muslims from Pakistan and other countries are also joining IS in

Afghanistan. In case IS becomes stronger in Afghanistan it will be more dangerous

for world peace than when Taliban ruled the war-ravaged country. Iran also does

not want IS to strengthen in Afghanistan as IS does not consider Shias as true

Muslims and if IS comes to power it will assist Sunni Muslims in Iran to revolt

against the Shia regime. Russia and China both have sizeable Muslim population

and do not want extremist Muslim regime in Kabul. Needless to say, that Uighur

Muslims in China are already fighting for an independent country. Pakistan,

which assists Taliban in Afghanistan is also against IS presence in Kabul as

several Pakistani terrorist outfits will give allegiance to IS. Western powers are

also against IS rule in Afghanistan as the cases of ‘lone wolf’ will increase in

their countries.9

Regardless of the losses suffered by the ANSF, they have stood up so far

in countering the Taliban and the IS. The force needs greater support form the

US and other countries, especially in terms of training, weaponry and equipment.

The importance of production of actionable intelligence in war-torn Afghanistan

cannot be over-emphasised and will contribute greatly to ANSF ability to counter

the Taliban.

Should US troops withdraw from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia, China

and Iran would try to upsurge their influence because of different reasons. Pakistan

wants to have strategic depth in Afghanistan, which will help Taliban so that it

can control Kabul. Although Taliban and IS are fighting to gain supremacy in

the country but even if Taliban comes both IS and al-Qaeda will become powerful.

This does not bode well for the region and indeed for the world. We are likely to

see further deepening of schisms between the Shia and Sunni Muslims, leading

to sectarian conflict. The importance of US troops staying the course in the

present situation is vital for regional peace, but that is a call the US President

has to take.

India has vital stakes in Afghanistan, but has limited ability to influence

the course of events in the region. India should not send its troops to war-scarred

Afghanistan but should continue imparting training to ANSF soldiers and

equipping them with arms and ammunition and must continue to assist in

development projects in Afghanistan. If Pakistan supported Taliban comes to

power, it will not be in India’s interest and so India must do what it can to prevent

such an outcome.
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PAKISTAN - THE EPICENTRE OF TERRORISM

Michael Glenn Mullen, a retired United States Navy Admiral, who served

as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from 1 October 2007 to 30 September

2011, while addressing a press conference of foreign journalists at Washington,

stated “It (Pakistan) is the epicentre of terrorism in the world”. He pointed out

that it is essential for Pakistan to close all the safe havens in its boundary and

opined that the US was not successful in Afghanistan because of these safe

havens.10

Pakistan has waged a low intensity war against India and Afghanistan,

and Islamabad is harbouring several terrorist outfits for carrying out terrorist

activities in its eastern as well as its western neighbours. Terror is an important

segment of Pakistan’s foreign policy. The National Counter Terrorism Authority

(NCTA) has already banned 69 terrorist organisations on paper; however the

NCTA left several terrorist organisations including Harkat-ul-Mujahideen, Hizb-

ul-Mujahideen and the al Badr, which are operating from Pakistan Occupied

Kashmir (POK). Sometime back, NCTA also banned Jamaat-ud-Dawa and its

front organisation Falah-e-Insaniat Foundation (FIF). The NCTA claims that

majority of these terrorist outfits are operative in the Federally Administered

Tribal Areas (FATA), Balochistan, POK and in Gilgit-Baltistan areas. ISI protégée

Hafiz Saeed founded Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT) which is the most gruesome terrorist

outfit and carried out several terrorist attacks in India. Besides these there are

other terrorist outfits including Tehrik-e-Nafaz-e-Shariat-e-Mohammadi (TNSM),

Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD), Jaish-e-Mohammed, Dukhtaran-e-Millat, Harkat-ul-

Mujahideen, Khalistan Commando Force, International Sikh Youth Federation,

Babbar Khalsa International, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ). Besides these outfits there

are several other terrorist organisations functioning in Pakistan.11

Pakistan under international pressure has launched several operations

against terrorists but these operations could not be successful as Pakistan security

agencies differentiated between “good” and “bad” terrorists. “Good” terrorists

were obeying the instructions of ISI and were attacking the neighbouring countries

especially India and Afghanistan while “Bad” terrorists were not following the

commands of ISI and carrying out terrorist activities within Pakistan.

Pakistan is passing through a critical economic phase. To assist Pakistan,

China has provided aid to the tune of USD 4 billion.  Saudi Arabia and the

United Arab Emirates have also chipped in with aid of USD 3 billion and USD
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2 billion respectively, but all this proved insufficient and Pakistan was forced to

approach the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for assistance. In May 2019,

the IMF agreed to give a bailout package of USD 6 billion to Pakistan, spread

over three years. It is not clear what the impact of the China-Pakistan Economic

Corridor (CPEC), which is being funded by China, will be on Pakistan. China

originally planned to invest USD 46 billion on CPEC. this value has now increased

to USD 62 billion and in all probability will turn out to be a debt trap for Pakistan

and will greatly increase Chinese footprints within Pakistan, especially in Gilgit

and Baltistan and in resource rich Balochistan.

For Pakistan to retrieve its economy, it would need to make peace with

India and put a halt to all forms of terrorism emanating from its soil. This however

is a tall ask and Pakistan is unlikely to follow that path. The Pakistan Army in all

likelihood  will continue with its policy of ‘bleeding India with a thousand cuts’.

Indian reaction to Pakistani attempts to foment trouble in J&K and in other parts

of the country will be met with a strong response, but even so, Pakistan is unlikely

to change course, until its people rise up as one and demand a change.

Pakistan security forces should also be careful as the Islamic State group

had announced the establishment of “Islamic State Pakistan Province” (ISPP).

According to the Amaq news agency of Islamic State, ISPP which had carried

out few terrorist activities in Pakistan has established itself in restive province

of Balochistan. There are several secessionist outfits in Balochistan, and the

people of the province are very critical of Islamabad.  If not handled properly,

Balochistan may become another Syria.12

Pakistan Army and dishonest politicians should take a lesson from past

as Pakistan besides economic problems is also facing diverse problems.

Balochistan is fighting for an independent country and Pashtuns, Sindhis, residents

of Gilgit and Baltistan also want to secede. The Muhajirs and residents of

Saraikistan are demanding greater autonomy and the sectarian fissures between

the Shia and Sunni are increasingly coming to the fore. There is acute water

shortage, poor medical care, rising pollution, country is facing population

explosion, illiteracy is increasing, and education system is nearing collapse. These

factors would hamper the economic progress of the region and an increasingly

disillusioned population will be targeted by terrorist organisations to gain recruits

into their ranks. The rising influence of Taliban and the prevailing uncertainty in

Afghanistan would also be detrimental for the peace of the region.13
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THE WAY FORWARD

According to the analysis conducted on the basis of Global Terror

Database (GTD) on the terrorist attacks carried out globally between 1970 and

2017, South Asia emerged as the second most affected area in the world. The
maximum terror attacks were carried out in Middle East and North Africa

(MENA). In fact, before 1970 there were negligible terrorist attacks in South

Asia, but the number rapidly swelled after 1970. As per GTD, in 2017 South

Asia accounted for 29 percent deaths and 31 percent of the total terrorist attacks
worldwide. In 2017, a total of 10,900 terrorist attacks occurred globally out of

which 3,430 terror attacks occurred in South Asia region in which about 7,664

persons were killed. Most of the terrorist outfits resorted to bombings.14

Large number of terrorist organisations working in South Asia have
connections with international terrorist outfits including IS and al Qaeda. There

are also instances where terrorist outfits of one country have connections with

terrorist organisations of other country. It is reported that National Thowheeth

Jamaath (NTJ) of Sri Lanka has links with Tamil Nadu Thowheed Jamaat (TNTJ).
Sri Lanka also mentioned that NTJ got training and assistance from India.

Consequently, it is essential for the intelligence organisations of different countries

to cooperate and share actionable intelligence. Sri Lankan security forces are

being assisted by US intelligence organisations and they also sought assistance
from Pakistan security forces.

South Asian countries need to make stringent laws so that spread of

Wahhabism and Salafism can be stopped. Because of influx of petrodollars,

large number of madrassas and mosques have emerged and several of them are
involved in preaching extremism. Government should introduce scientific

education in these religious institutions so that after education the students get

some decent jobs in the society.

South Asian nations should take lesson from US President George Bush
who took stringent measures after terrorist attacks by al-Qaeda on 11 September

2001. The US Congress passed the “Patriot Act” which President Bush signed

into law on 26 October 2001. The Act made extensive reforms in the intelligence-

sharing of different intelligence agencies in the country. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) was created to which huge budget with immense power was

given to fight diverse terrorist organisations in and outside USA.

The security agencies must be equipped with latest electronic gadgets so

that they can produce actionable intelligence and once actionable intelligence is
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gathered it must be acted upon in time to eliminate the potential threat.

The international terrorist outfits especially Islamic State is using internet

vigorously for recruitment of new cadres. IS has uploaded a lot of inflammatory
and radical literature as well as hate speeches of several extremist preachers.

The security agencies of South Asian nations must counteract the negative impact

of such messaging.

Efforts need to be made by all states to preserve communal harmony as
communal conflict works to the advantage of terrorist organisations, enabling

them to gather recruits and financial support. A detailed plan also needs to be

made by all states to handle those fighters who had joined the Islamic State and

who have now returned to their respective countries. As a first step, all such
individuals need to be identified and watched. According to reports about 50

Indians had also gone to Syria and now they are hiding in Afghanistan. These

diehard terrorists are trying to recruit disillusioned Muslim youths through internet

and social media. Their activities too need to be kept under constant surveillance.
In terrorist activities role of support agents is very important. ISI has

already cultivated large number of support agents in a few South Asian countries

especially in India. The security forces must identify them and take legal measures

to keep them confined, as it will be very difficult for terrorists to function without
support agents. South Asian nations collectively as well as individually need to

chalk out a detailed plan to counter rising terrorism. The war on terrorism will

have to be fought on multifarious fronts including law and order, social, economic,

political and religious, if victory is to be achieved.
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